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Abstract

Projective geometry is often introduced to new students as the study of lines and

points in a projective piane and the incidences between them. Diagrams are drawn

with these ünes and points to illustrate the properties of projective geometry in the

projective plane. This work describes a computer application that can aid in the creation

of projective drawings. It allows users to arbitrarily place projective lines and points in a
window representing the real projective plane, to create incidences between them, and to

view the projective plane from different points of view. As well, any Jsne or point drawn

by the user can be grasped and moved with the mouse while the incidence structure of

the diagram is maintained automatically.

Of these operations, the process of moving objects in projective drawings was found to

be the most interesting to study. This was because of the dependencies between objects

created by the incidence structure of the diagram. Much of this thesis is devoted to the

theory and implementation involved in solving this problem.
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Chapter î

ïntnoduction

This thesis describes the development and implementation of a computer application

designed to aid in the study of the projective plane. If Euclidean geometry is thought

of as the study of the way things are, then projective geometry can be thought of as

the study of the way things appear. For example, we wouid probabiy use Euclidean

geometry to describe the size, position and shape of a vase sitting on a table. Projective

geometry wouid allow us to determine how the vase and table would appear to a person

looking at them. This is because of the signifrcance of the projectiae transformation (see

Section 2.2) to projective geometry. This transformation closely resembles the mechanism

that transforms the three-dimensional world around us into a two-dimensional image in

the human eye.

Projective geometry is primarily concerned with the incidences between projective

objects in projective space. If the projective space has two dimensions, i.e. the projective

plane, then the objects are projective lines and points. If the space has three dimensions,

i.e. projective three-space, then the objects are projective lines, points and planes.

There are two ways to study the projective plane: Synthetically and analytically. Syo-

thetic projective geometry is based on a set of axioms and results that can be proven from
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those axioms. Analytic projective geometry is based on a numerical model of projective

space and the algebraic manipulation that can be performed on this model.

The purpose of this thesis is to create a computer application that works with the

projective plane. The application appears to the user as a piece of paper on which he

or she can draw projective constructions. The application can place projective lines and

points in several ways, some of which enforce the axioms of the projective plane. Thus the

application may be said to work with synthetic projective geometry. On the other hand,

since it is a computer application, it uses analytic projective geometry to work with

the projective plane. Thus it, in fact, works simultaneously in synthetic and analytic

projective geometry.

This application is fashioned as a graphical editor, working with projective ljnes and

points in the projective plane. Its purpose is to allow a user to build up a construction

of projective lines and points and incidences between lines and points, and to perform

several operations on that construction. One of the more interesting and fundamental

operations is moving one of the objects in the construction. While at first this may seem

straight-forward, when the incidence information is considered we flnd that moving one

object can have far-reaching side effects on the other objects in the construction. Thus,

as the user moves one object, the effects of the movement are animated throughout the

construction in real-time. The abiiity to manipulate a drawing in real time has been

shown to be beneficia,l to the understanding of geometric concepts [6]. Much of this

thesis is devoted to the solution to this problem.

Before continuing, we now discuss some of the applications that the study of projective

geometry can lead to. Suppose we had drawn two straight lines on a piece of paper such

that, if they were extended off of the page, they would intersect at a point which is not

on the page. Using planar projective geometry (the study of projective geometry in a

plane), we could make this point of intersection accessible. For example, we could flnd a

third line on the page that passes through the point ofintersection, even though the point
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itself does not appear on the page. This is an example of the use of synthetic projective

geometry, because the method uses the Desargues' theorem, described in Section 2.5.

Now suppose that we are writing a computer application that will display a two-

dimensionai image of a cube on an output device of the computer (i.e. a CRT screen).

First, we give the computer a numerical description of the cube. Perhaps this description

is a list of the coordinates (in Euclidean three-space) of the vertices of the cube. Then

we apply a projective transformation that takes these coordinates to coordinates on a

projective plane which represents the output device. This transformation can be applied

by multiplying the coordinates in three-space by a matrix. Since we are working with a

numerical model of projective space, this is an example of analytic projective geometry.

In Chapter 2, we give a brief overview of projective geometry, both synthetic and

analytic. The purpose of this is two-fold. First, it is important to explain the aspects

of projective geometry with which the application will be working. Secondly, we need to

introduce some of the analytic techniques used by the application.

In Chapter 3 we will introduce the Determining Set. This is work that was developed

to aid in the understanding and the solution of the problem of moving one object in a

construction. This chapter includes work that allows us to calculate the size or d,imens'ion

of determining sets. In Chapter 4 we will show how determining sets are used, as welL as

another technique for moving objects. In Chapter 5 we will discuss a partial solution to

the problem of moving constructions which have no determining sets, thus allowing us to

modify more types of constructions than we would with determining sets alone.

In Chapter 6 we begin discussing the implementation of the application. First we begin

with an overview of the Unidraw class library used in the implementation. This is followed

by a brief discussion of object orientation and how it was applied to the implementation.

Finally we discuss the data structures and algorithms of the implementation that deal

with the projective plane.

In Chapter 7 we give a brief user guide to the application, followed by empiricat results
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gained from using the application in Chapter B.



Chapter 2

An Overvíew of Planan

Pnojective Geometry

Euclidean geometry is the study of the properties of geometric objects such as lines, Iine

segments, and points. The properties studied include the lengths of line segments, the

angles of intersection between lines, the congruence of Jine segments, etc. The element

that each of these properties has in common is that they are all measures.

In contrast, planar projective geometry is the study of points and lines and the inci-

dences of points and lines. The concept of measure is meaninglessl here. For example,

suppose two lines intersect at a point. In the projective plane, the position of the point

or the angle between the [nes is irrelevant. It is enough to know that two ]ines intersect

at a point.

As another example, consider the triangle. In Euclidean geometry, we could discuss

the lengths of the sides of the triangle, whether it is equilateral or scaJene, and if it contains

a right angle we can discuss it using trigonometry. In planar projective geometry, a

'The length of a segment is not defined in planar projective geometry, but the cross ratio ol the

segments determined by four collinear points is an invariant under projective transformation. No more

will be said about cross ratios in this thesis.
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triangle is simply three (non-concurrent) lines. We are not concerned with their position,

as long as there are three of them and they have three distinct points of intersection.

Planar projective geometry can be encapsulated in the following three axioms [8]:

o Any two distinct points are contained in one and only one line.

o Any two distinct lines have in common one and only one point.

o There exist at least four points, no three of which are contained in one line.

While at first it seems that the study of a geometry such as this (with out any metrics)

seems dull and pointless, there is an extra capabiüty that this simplicity buys us. If we

draw two parallel lines on a piece of paper, Euclidean geometry states that they do not

intersect (or that they intersect at infinity). Planar projective geometry, however, has

as an axiom that any two distinct lines intersect at a point. The fact that the point

of intersection is off the page is at most an inconvenience. We gain access to points

at inflnity, and they turn out to be no different from other points. Any point can be

considered a point at infinity.

The axioms don't specify the number of points or lines, or the way they are repre-

sented. A projective plane may contain an inflnite or finite number of points and lines. It
could be represented (analytically) as a plane over reals, rationals, complex numbers, etc.

This thesis deals with the real projective plane. In the rest of this chapter we provide a

brief overview of topics in the projective plane.

2.L Basic Configurations

With the aúoms we can construct planar projective geometry configurations. The sim-

plest configuration is the tri,angle. It is created by placing three non-collinear points on

the plane and drawing lines containing each pair of points. See Figure 2.1. Note that it
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Figure 2.7: A triangle in Planar Projective Geometry.

can be drawn as either three points and the three lines that contain them, or as three

ünes and the three points of intersection. The latter (dual) form is a trilateral.

Another common conflguration is the quadrangle. This consists of four points on the

plane, no three of which are collinear. From these four points we can draw six lines (one

through each pair of points). In fact, each pair of points defrnes two lines; the line defined

by the pair, and the line defined by the remaining two points. The two lines thus defined

are known as oppositelsnes.

In the above six lines there are three pairs of opposite lines. Each pair of opposite

Iines intersect in a point, giving three points. These three points are the d,iagonal poi,nts

of the quadrangie. The triangle formed by the diagonal points is the d,iagonal triangle of

the quadrangle. See Figure 2.2.

A dual configuration is the quadrilateral, which has four l-ines, no three of which are

concurrent. From these four lines we can draw six points (as the intersection of each pair

of lines). In these six points there are three pairs of opposite points. The three lines

containing these pairs are the di,agonal lines of. the quadrilateral. The trilateral formed

by the diagonal lines is the diagonal trilateral of the quadrilateral. See Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.2: ,L Quadrangle with diagonal points and diagonal triangle.

Figure 2.3: A, Quadrilateral with diagonal ünes and diagonal trilateral.
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Figure 2.4: A Perspectivity.

2.2 Perspectivities and Projectivities

The fundamental transformation in planar projective geometry is the perspect'íue trans-

formation. A perspective transformation takes a set of points on an object line to a set

of points on an image line. One parameter for the transformation is a point, known as

the centre of perspectiuity or the ege. If a point P is the centre of perspectivity, then each

point A on the object line is transformed to a corresponding point A' on the image line,

such that the points P, A, and At are all collinear.

For example, Figure 2.4 shows a perspective transformation with centre P, which

takes points A1, A2, and As on line / to points Bt, Bz, and -83, respectively, on line rn.

It is also possible to chain perspectivities together to form projecti,aities or projectiue

transformations. See Figure 2.5.In this example, A is projected from P onto A/, and Al

is projected from P' onto Att. This projection is written as (,4)Ã(,4,,) or as (/)^-(//).

We now introduce some fundamental results involving projectivities [12]. Any projec-

tivity that takes three distinct, arbitrarily chosen points from one line onto three distinct,

arbitrarily chosen points on another line can be performed as a sequence of at most two
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Figure 2.5: A Projectivity.

perspectivities. As well, any projectivity that takes three distinct, arbitrarily chosen

collinear points onto three distinct, arbitrarily chosen collinear points can be performed

as a sequence of at most three perspectivities. This second case only occurs when the

projectivity transforms points on one line to points on the same line. For example, Fig-

ure 2.6 shows the projectivity (/', B,C)T(A"' , B"' ,C"t). The sequence of perspectivities
P PI PII

is (1., B,C)T (A',8',C')T (A',8",C"') T (A"',8"',C"').4 unique projectivity exists

that takes any three given points on one line to any three given points on another line.

This statement is known as the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry.

While projectivities are usually considered to transform objects in the projective

plane, it is also possible to projectively transform planes in projective three-space. This

is discussed in [9].

The period of a projectivity is the minimum number of times it must be successively

applied in order to achive an identity transformation. Ãn i,nuolution is a projectivity

of period two from a line onto the same line. Thus, applying the projectivity twice in

succession returns the points on the line to their original positions.
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Figure 2.6: A Projectivity onto the same line.
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2.3 Duality

In section 2.1, each configuration mentioned had a closely related dual (eg. quadrangle

and quadrilateral). These duals are created by simply interchanging points and lines.

There is also duality in the axioms of projective geometry given earlier in the chapter:

the first two axioms express the incidence of two points and a line, and two lines and a

point. This concept of duality is fundamental to projective geometry. It further enforces

the idea that the incidence structure of a diagram is more important that its appearance.

Essentially, the principle of duality states that for any theorem involving points and

[nes there exists a dua] theorem invoiving lines and points. The dual theorem is ar-

rived at by simply interchanging the words 'point' and 'üne' in the original to 'line' and

'point'respectively in the dual, and then adjusting the other components so that the dua,l

theorem is grammatically correct.

2.4 Flarmonic Conjugates

Consider the quadrangle QPRS shown in figure 2.7. The line / passes through two of

the diagonal points, A and B. The intersections C and D of the remaining two diagonals

with / are known as harmonic conjugates with respect to ,4 and B.

In fact, given points A, B and C and the line l, any quadrangle will give the same

point D. This is illustrated in Figure 2.8, where each of the four drawings have different

quadrangles but have the same four collinear points. This can't be proven from the

axioms given. In the real plane it follows from Desargues'theorem, which is described in

section 2.5.

When given three collinear points A, B, and C on a line /, it is possible to find a

quadrangle that yields the harmonic conjugate D of C with respect to A and B. (See

again Figure 2.7). The construction is as follows: select a point P, not on /. Now select
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Figure 2.7: Harmonic Conjugates.

Figure 2.8: Harmonic Conjugates with Varying Quadrangle.
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a line through C that is distinct from I and does not contain P, call it m. m intersects

AP and BP in points Q and fr respectively. The lines A-R and BQ intersect at a point

5. The point where PS intersects / is D,the harmonic conjugate of C with respect to,4.

and B.

2.5 Desargues' Configuration

Two triangles are said to be in perspective from a point if the lines formed by correspond-

ing vertices of the triangles are concurÌent at that point. A fundamentai configuration is

the Desargzes'configuration. It is described by Desargues' theorem: If two tri,angles are

in perspecti,ue from a po'int, then the points determined by the intersections of correspond-

i'ng sídes of the tri,angles are collinear. See Figure 2.9. The Desargues' configuration is so

fundamental to projective geometry that it is usually taken as an axiom. Even so, I wiü

present a simple proof for Desargues' theorem. The proof requires three dimensions, and

so is only valid when three or more dimensions are available. For developing the geometry

of the plane (restricted to two dimensions) the proof does not hold, so Desargues' theorem

must be taken as an axiom. There exist finite planes, known as non-Desargues,ian planes,

that do not satisfy Desargues' theorem.

2.5.L A Proof in Three Dimensions.

One simple way to prove Desargues' theorem (given in [8]) works in three dimensions.

Suppose we are given two triangles, ABC and A'B'C', which are in perspective from a

point V.

In the case where the two triangles are not in the same plane, we can say that the

points V,B,Bt,C,C'are coplanar, since the lines -BBl and CC'both pass through V.

We can then say that the lines BC and B'C'are also in this plane, and that their point

of intersection a.lso ijes in planes ABC and A'B'C|. Similarly, we can show that the
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Figure 2.9: The Desargues' Configuration.
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intersections of lines AB and AtBt,and of lines AC and A'Ct also Jìe in planes ABC and

A'B'C' . Therefore the three points of intersection are collinear, with their common line

being the line of intersection between planes ABC and AtBtCt.

The case where both triangles are coplanar is handled by creating a third triangle

that is not in the same plane as the other two, but in perspective with both ,4BC and

AtB'Ct. We then apply the previous case twice to show that Desargues'theorem holds

for ABC and AtBtCt.

Let r be the plane containing the triangles ABC and A'B'C', and the point of per-

spection, V . To create the third triangle, we choose a line through Iz that doesn't lie in

a', and two points on this lìne, ,9 and 5/, which are distinct from each other and from I/.

The ünes ,9-A and S'A' are coplanar, and we will call their intersection A*. Similarly,

find points B* and C*. Notice that the points A*, B* , and C* are not collinear, and

therefore form a triangle. (If ,4.., B*, and C* were collinear, then ,4, B, and C would

also have to be collinear, and we know this is not the case.) Note that túangles ABC

and A*B*C* are not in the same plane, and in perspective with.9. Therefore, from the

previous case, we know that the intersections of corresponding sides of ABC and A* B"C*

will be collinear, and their common line is the line of intersection between the planes zr

and A*B*C*.

Similarly, the triangles A'B'C' and A*B"C* are in perspective from 5/, so the inter-

sections of their corresponding sides will be collinear, with their common line is the line

of intersection between planes zr and A* B* C* . Since both pairs of triangles have the same

line in common, and since corresponding sides of triangles ABC and A'B'C'intersect this

line in the same places, we know that the intersections of corresponding sides of triangles

ABC and AtB'C'are collinear. Therefore, Desargues'theorem holds in this case as well.
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2.5.2 Desargues' from Five Points in Three-Space.

Given flve points in general position in three-space (i.e. no three points collinear), it is

possible to view them in a way that yields a Desargues' configuration. First, notice that

in thefive points there are (l) or tO pairs of points that define 10 distinct lines. Similarly,

there are (!) or tO triples of points that define 10 distinct planes.

Now 1et zr be another plane in three-space that contains none of the five original

points. The 10 lines created by the five points will intersect n as 10 distinct points, and

the 10 planes created by the five points will intersect zr as 10 distinct lines, if r is suitably

chosen. Aiso, in the three points that define each plane, there are (!) or three lines that

are coplanar with that plane, which will therefore appear on r as three points on the

ìine given by that plane. Similarly, with each pair of points that defines a line, there are

three planes that contain that pair. These planes will appear on ?r' as three lines passing

through the point defined by that pair.

The figure now visible on lr has 10 lines and 10 points, with three points on every line

and three lines through every point, and it is the Desargues' configuration. Therefore

the Desargues' configuration can be viewed as the incidence of the (l) pairs on the (!)

triples of 5 points. This impl-ies much symmetry in the Desargues' configuration. This

construction was suggested by Professor N. Mendelsohn.

2.5.3 A Proof using Desargues'

In section 2.4we mentioned that, given points A, B, andC on aline lrany quadrilateral

would yield the same harmonic conjugate D. This will now be proven with the help of

Desargues' Theorem.

Suppose we are given a line / with points A, B, and C. See Figure 2.10. Now

suppose we find the harmonic conjugate of C with respecl to A and B using two distinct

quadrilaterús, QRST and Q'R'StTt. LabeI the resulting harmonic conjugates D and Dt,
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Figure 2.10: A Proof Using the Desargues' Configuration.

respectively. If the quadrilaterals are labeled as in Figure 2.I0, we can see that lines

QS and Q/,5/ intersect at 1., lìnes -RS and -RlS'intersect at B, and lines Q-B and Q'Rl
intersect at C. Since corresponding sides of triangles QRS andQ'R'S' intersect in three

collinear points, the dual of Desargues' Theorem tells us the triangies are in perspective

from a point, say P. That is, ltnes QQt, ^95/, and,R-R/ intersect at point P.

Similarly, we can show that the triangles QRT and QtRtTt are in perspective from the

same point P. We now have Jsnes QQt, RR', S St, and TTt all passing through the point

P, and can say that the triangles -R,9? and Rt S'T' are in perspective from P. Therefore,

their corresponding sides meet in three collinear points. Since lines RT and -Bl?/ meet in

A, and lines -RS and R'S'meet in B, then ünes ,97 and StTtmust meet in a point on /.

Since lines 57 and StTtmeet / in points D and D/, respectively, we can say that D and

Dt are in fact the same point.
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Note that this proof is not complete. In order to be complete, it would have to address

all possible ways of situating the second quadrilateral.

2.6 Configurations

Previously the word configuration was used to describe certain planar projective geometry

drawings. If in a drawing every line has rn points on it, and every point has z lines passing

through it, then that drawing is known as a (rn,n)-configuration. Thus the Desargues'

conflguration is a (3,3)-conflguration, and a quadrilateral with its diagonal points is a

(3,2)-configuration.

Notice that the Desargues' configuration has the same number of ünes (10) as it

does points. Ã (^,rn)-configuration with If lines and points is referred to as a I(*-
configuration. Thus the Desargues'configuration is known as a 103-configuration.

2.7 Pappus Configuration

Choose any three points on each of two lines and pair them. Then draw a Iine through

each point on one line and the points on the other [ne with which it is not paired. Of

the six resulting Jines, the pairs of corresponding lines intersect in three points. These

points are collinear. This is Pappus's Theorem. The resulting 93-configuration is known

as the Pappus Conf,guration. See figure 2.11.

2.8 Incidence Graphs

Since planar projective geometry is primarily concerned with the incidence structure

of a set of lines and points, a construction in the projective plane lends itself well to

representation as a graph. If we let the nodes of the graph represent projective lines and
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Figure 2.11: The Pappus Configuration.

Figure 2.I2: A Triangle Represented as a Bipartite Graph.

points, the edges of the graph will be incidences of lines and points. Such a graph created

for a given drawing is the i,ncidence graph for that drawing.

As well, since we will never have edges between points or between lines, the graph will

be a bipartite graph with one bipartition being the set of points and the other bipartition

being the set of lines. For example, figure 2.12 shows the bipartite graph corresponding

to the triangle shown in flgure 2.1.

-t\
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2.9 Collineations

A Colli,neation is a mapping in the projective plane of points onto points and lines onto

lines, such that the incidence structure of the original plane is maintained after the

mapping. We will use the notation of [8] where, if a collineation a maps a point P to a

point P/, we write

P--P'-P"

If P = Po for agiven point P and agiven collineation a, P is said to beafixed poi,nt

under a. Similarly, if I : lo for a given line / and a given collineation a, / is said to

be a fi,red I'ine .under a. The intersection of two fixed lines is a fixed point, and the line

containing two fixed points is a fixed line. Note that the points on a fixed line are not

necessarily frxed. Thus a fine of fixed points is not the same as a fixed ]ine. A collineation

in which every point and every üne is frxed is the identi,cal collineation. A projecti,ue

colli,neation is a collineation where the mapping is a projective transformation.

Collineations form a group. Suppose the plane is transformed by a collineation a, and

then by a collineation B. Each point P is mapped to (P"70. There exists a collineation,

called aB, that performs the same transformation as the collineations o and B applied

sequentialiy. If we define the operation of the group to be the composi,tionof collineations,

then we have closure. As well, the composition of collineations is associative. Each

collineation a has an inverse, and we have an identity (the identical collineation). Thus

coilineations form a groltp.

A central collineation fixes every point on a line / and every line through a point V.

Thus the line / and the point V are also flxed. No other lines or points in the plane are

flxed. This is denoted as a (V,l) collineation, and V and / are the centreand axis of the

collineation, respectively. A central collineation where V does not lie on / is known as an

homology. If V lies on /, the central collineation is known as an elation.
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For a given V and /, there are many (V, /) collineations. To specify a single (V, /)

collineation a we must also give points P and P/ such that a : P -+ P/. Furthermore!

every projective collineation is a product of central collineations f1l.

2.LO Folaritres

Another type of transformation in the plane is the correlation. This is the dual of a

collineation, in that it is a transformation of the plane that maps lines to points, points

to ünes and maintains incidences. Thus if o is a correlation, and I and P are incident,

then o(/) will be incident with a(P). The simplest and most useful correlation is the

dual correlation. It maps Iines and points with certain coordinates to points and lines

with the same coordinates. That is it simply reverses the interpretation of coordinates.

Homogeneous coordinates are discussed in Section 2.12.

Acorrelationof periodtwoisknown asapolarity. Givenapolarity o,o(P)isknown

as the polar of P, and ø(/) is known as the poleof l.

2.LL Conics

Let r be a projective transformation (not a single perspectivity) that takes lines through

a point ,4. to lines through a point B, where A + B.For all lines / through A, the point

of intersection between / and r(/) form the points of a conic section. This is how conics

are deflned in synthetic planar projective geometry.

Figure 2.13 shows two points A and B and a projectivity (defined by *, n, ar.d o)
that takes lines of ,4 to lines of B. One such üne / and its corresponding r(/) is shown.

The intersections of several corresponding pairs of lines is shown. As can be seen, they

trace out an ellipse.
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Figure 2.L3: A conic section deflned by (r,A,B).
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2.L2 Homogeneous Coordinates

Up until now, our discussion of the projective plane has centred around Syntheti,c projec-

tive geometry. That is, the study of projective geometry that involves lines and points

as they might be drawn on paper. If we wish to deal with Analyúzc projective geometry,

we will need some way to represent projective lines and points algebraically. With this

in mind, I will now introduce Hornogeneous Coordinates.

Both points and lines are represented as triples of real numbers, with not all three

being zero. To distinguish between them, points will have their homogeneous coordinates

enclosed in parentheses and lines will have their homogeneous coordinates enclosed in

square brackets. For example, the point P will have homogeneous coordinates (p1 ,,pz¡pz)¡

and line / will have homogeneous coordinates [/1, lz,lz].

Two triples with different homogeneous coordinates may refer to the same point or

line. Speciflcally, if. P : (pt,pz,p3) and Q = (qt,qz,%) are two points with different

homogeneous coordinates, we say that P and Q refer to the same point if there exists

some real constant a such that p1 - a. qttp2 = t. Çz,pz - a. qs. So a point or Line can

be considered a one-dimensiona,l subspace of a 3-space.

For example, if P = (3,6,5) and Q : (6,12, 10), we can show that P and Q in fact

refer to the same point by taking a = 2. In this case, P and Q are said to be two

representatiues of the same point.

To determine if a line and a point are incident, we calculate the dot product of their

homogeneous coordinates. The point and line are incident if and only if the dot product

is equal to zero. As well, three points are collinear (or three lines coincident) when the

determinant of the matrix whose rows are their homogeneous coordinates is equal to zero.

Therefore, if points P, Q and 5 are collinear, then there exists a linear dependence that

holds, say P - aQ + P S . In the next section is is shown that triples of numbers with this

definition of incidence satisfy the axioms of the projective plane.
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It is now possibie to find a line that contains a pair of given points, or a point at the

intersection of two lines. Given two points, P = (pt,pz,ps) and Q : (h,qb%), we begin

by representing the line containing them by the unknown I : lh,lz,ls). The triple that

results from calculating the cross product P x Ç will be the homogeneous coordinates of

the line containing P and Q.

To showthis, let l: P xQ. Thus, h=pzQz-psQz¡lz:pzgt-ptQz,le:ptQz-pzÇt.
Now calculate the dot product of / and P.

l'P : ø(pzqz- psaz)+p2(Æq1- púz)* pz(ptqz -pzet)
: PtPzSs - PtPzQz t PzPsSt - PtPzSs -f PtPsQz - PzPzSt

=0

If 5 is another point, then ^9is on/if andonlyif S'I = S.(PxQ) = 0. This is

equivalent to the collinearity test mentioned earlier since 5 .(P x Q) is the determinant

of P, Q and 5.

It should be pointed out that the elements of homogeneous coordinates need not be

real numbers. Projective planes can be made with homogeneous coordinates based on

rational numbers, complex numbers, as well as the elements of any finite field. In the

rest of this thesis we will use real numbers, approximated by floating point numbers in

the application implementation.

2.L2.L The Validity of Homogeneous Coordinates in the Projective
Plane.

I will now prove the validity of homogeneous coordinates by showing that points and lines

represented by homogeneous coordinates obey the axioms of planar projective geometry.

ø Any two poi,nts are contained i,n one and only one I'ine.
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Firstly, it is clear that, given two distinct points P = (pt,pz,pz) and Q : (Qt,Çz,gz),

where their components are real numbers, their cross product exists. So at least

one line containing P and Q exists.

Any line containing P and Ç must satisfy the following system of homogeneous

equations:

hhllzPz*lsqz:0

hhllzqzllsqz:0

where I = Ut,12,lslis unknown. It is clear that the coefrcient matrix for this system

of homogeneous equations has rank two, and that the system therefore has an

infinite number of solutions. Since we have three unknowns (/1, lzrlz), the solution

space will have dimension one. Therefore, the solutions are all representatives of

the same line, and this is the only line containing P and Q.

Ang two distinct lines haue in common one and only one gtoi,nt.

This argument is similar to the one given for the first axiom.

There erist at least for points, no three of which are contained in one li,ne.

For this proof I will simply give the homogeneous coordinates of four points, no

three of which have determinant zero. (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1).

2.L2.2 Visualizing homogeneous coordinates.

So far we haven't discussed how homogeneous coordinates relate to points and lines

in the projective plane. The relationship between speciflc points and lines and their

homogeneous coordinates is not defined. It is up to us to determine this relationship.

The relationship is deflned as a u'isualization model of homogeneous coordinates.

One model of visualization, indeed the one used in the application described by this

thesis, is based on the idea that the homogeneous coordinates can be used to represent
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objects in Euclidean three-space. A projective point P with homogeneous coordinates

(pt,pr,Ps) is taken to represent the Buclidean line that contains the origin and the point

(h,pz,ps). ,{ projective [ne / with homogeneous coordinates Ut,lr,/3] is taken to repre-

sent the Euclidean plane containing the origin and having orthogonal vector (lr,lr,/3). To

these lines and planes in Euclidean three-space we add another plane, called the uieuing

plane, which can be any plane that does not contain the origin.

The Euclidean lines representing projective points either intersect the viewing plane

or are parallel to it. If they intersect the viewing plane, the points of intersection on

the viewing plane represent the original projective points. Any Euclidean lines that are

parallel to the viewing plane represent points at inflnity, and the direction of each Line

represents the direction of its point at infinity.

The Euclidean planes representing projective lines either intersect the viewing plane

or are parallel to it. If they intersect the viewing plane, the lines of intersection on the

viewing plane represent the original projective lines. A Euclidean plane that is parallel

to the viewing plane represents a line at infinity.

Rotating the viewing plane about the origin will change the points that appear to

be at infinity. The distance of the viewing plane to the origin can also be changed to

increase or decrease the scale of the image on the viewing plane. The program uses these

techniques to implement panning and zooming, respectively.

Recall from elementary linear algebra that, if the dot product of two vectors in three-

space is equal to zero, then the vectors are perpendicular. If the two vectors are the

coordinates of a Euclidean line and a Euclidean plane as described above, then the line

will lie in the plane. If the iine and plane intersect the viewing plane, the intersection

wiil appear as a point on a line. Thus the incidence of a projective line and point will be

visualized correctly.

Also, recall that the cross product of two vectors will be a vector that is perpendicular

to both original vectors. Thus, the cross product of the coordinates of two Euclidean ljnes
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will be the coordinates of the plane that contains them both, and the cross product of the

coordinates of two Euclidean planes will be the coordinates of their line of intersection.

These will represent, respectively, the projective line containing two projective points and

the projective point at the intersection of two projective ììnes.

2.L2.3 An Alternate Visualization.

While the visualization described in the previous section allows us to see the points at

infinity by changing the viewing plane, it does not allow us to see all of the points all

of the time' This is because changing the viewing plane may cause points that were

previously visible to now appear at inflnity.

Another visualization can be realized by using half of the surface of a sphere centred

at the origin, with antipodal points identifled, as the viewing surface instead of a piane.

Projective points that are represented by Euclidean lines appear as points on the surface

of the sphere. Projective lines that are represented by Euclidean planes appear as great

circles on the surface of the sphere. Now points that previously appeared to be at infinity

are visible at the 'equator' of the viewing sphere. The only drawback of this method is

that the projective lines appear as great circles on the viewing sphere, and may appear

curved.



Chapter 3

The Deterrniníng Set

In this chapter we introduce Determining Sets. Determining sets are used in several

ways in this thesis, most notably for the movement of constructions. This approach was

suggested by David Ke[y [ ].

Any construction in the projective plane can be represented by an ordered pair (E, II),
where Ð is the set of lines and points in the construction and II is the set of incidences

between those lines and points. For example, the triangle in Figure 3.1 can be repre-

sented by the pair ({,4., B,C,l,m,n},{An,Arn,BI,Bn,Cl,Cm}). This representation is

abstract in that no physical manifestation of the construction (i.e. as drawn on paper)

need exist for it to be studied. If we did want to draw this construction, we would first

have to assign positions to the lines and points, and then draw them. These positions

must be chosen so that the incidences in II are maintained. For example, we know that

the line / is incident with the points B and C. Therefore we must choose positions for

B, C, and / such that, when they are drawn on paper, the line / is indeed incident with

the points B and C. This chapter is concerned with the issues of assigning positions to

lines and points in a construction while maintaining the incidences of that construction.

If we were to draw the triangle in Figure 3.1 on a piece of paper, we would probably

draw three points in arbitrary positions and then place the lines through the pairs of
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points so that the incidence requirements were met. Alternatively we could begin by

drawing three lines in arbitrary positions and placing the points at the intersections of

these lines. In each case, notice that the positions of some of the objects in E are made

redundant by some of the incidences. For example, if in Figure 3.1 we know the positions

of thepoints {A,B,C},thepositionsof thelines aredeterminedbyvirtueof thefactthat

they must obey the incidences in II. In other words, since every line in this construction

contains two points, and in each case the positions of those two points are known, then

every line can be placed as the line containing the points with which it is incident. By

the axioms of planar projective geometry, we know that these lines exist and that they

are unique.

In this example, we know (by axiom) that there is only one line through the points A

and B. From II we also know that the line / passes through A and B. Therefore, if the

positions of .4. and B are known, then the position of / is also known.

This illustrates the concept of. determined objects. That is, if the positions of two

points are known, the position of the line containing them is determined. Therefore, a

line containing two points can always be determined by those points. However, what if a

ljne doesn't contain exactly two points?

For example, consider the projective construction defined by the pair ({P, /}, {P¿}).
In this case neither object can be determined from the other. However, their positions

cannot bothbe arbitrarily chosen, since there is an incidence to be maintained. Therefore,

we say that one object is constrained by the other. If the position of one of the objects, say

the point P, is known then the position of the other object (/) can be chosen arbitrarily,

so long as it is incident with (passes through) P.

Now consider the projective construction defined by the pair ({,4, B,C,l},{AI, BI,Ct}).

If the positions of two of the points, say A and B, are known, then the position of line

/ can be determined. Once / is determined, it can be used to determine other points.

However, since / is the only line passing through C, C can only be constrained by /.
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This last example illustrates two important aspects of the determination of objects.

First, once an object has been determined it can be used to determine other objects.

Second, objects of one type (points or lines) can only be used to determine objects of the

other type. In other words, points determine lines, and lines determine points.

We must now give a more precise definition of what it means to be determined. Let

5 be a set of points and lines. Let ,90 = ,5. We now define S¿, i ) 1, to be

S¿: S¿-t U {P I P is incident on exactly 2lines of ,5,-r}

U {/ | / is incident on exactly 2 points of .1,-r}.

Let ,S* -,S¡ where j = minfi | S¡ = S¡+tÌ. All objects o € ,5* are said tobe determi,ned,

by 5. As well, the rankof an object o with respect to,5 is defined as min{i I o e ^9¿}. If
an object has rank i, then it is said to be determined by 5¿-r.

We are now ready to define Determi,ni,ng Sets. Given a construction (X, II) in the

projective plane, a determining set of this construction, denoted A(E,II), is defined as a

minimal subset of Ð that determines all of the objects in E, such that no two objects of

the same rank are incident. That is, A(E,II) determines all of Ð, but no proper subset

of A(Ð, II) determines all of E. Thus if the positions of the lines and points in A(E,II)
ate known, then the positions of lines and points in Ð - A(Ð, II) are also known. Some

constructions do not have determining sets.

If, for a construction (E,II), .9 is such that ^9* = E, and no two objects of the same

rank are incident, and 5 is minimal, then 5 is a determining set for the construction.

Note the restriction that no two objects with the same rank be incident. This is to

prevent the case where two independantly determined objects are required to be incident,

since this will not be true in general.

We will now clarify the process by which the positions of determined objects are

computed. Recall that objects in the determining set, which have their positions deflned,

have rank 0. When using the determining set to flnd the positions of objects, the positions

ol
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must be computed in order of increasing rank. Thus, we are given the positions of objects

in the determining set, which have rank 0. We then compute the positions of objects of

rank 1, then of rank 2, and so on.

Notice that an object o is only added to some .ç, if it is incident on exactly two objects

in fi-r. Those are the two objects that determine o. When we come to determine the

position of o, we know that the positions of its determining objects in 5¿-r are known

because they have lower rank and have therefore already had their positions computed.

Note that, since the positions of our objects are stored as homogeneous coordinates (see

Section 2.72), we can compute the position of o as the cross product of the positions of

its two determining objects.

3.1 An Example v/ith a Determining Set

Consider the construction shown in Figure 3.2. Suppose we had a set 5 - .90 :

{Pt,P",P¿,ls} and wanted to flnd the corresponding 5*. Notice that /1 is incident on

both Pr and P3, and is therefore determined by those two points. Since those two points

are in 5s, we add /1 to ^91, and say that /1 has rank 1. Similarly,12 and /4 are each incident

on two points in ^96, and therefore can also be added to,5r.

Now notice that P2 and P5 are both incident on two objects from 5r, and can therefore

be added to 52. (In both cases one of the determining objects is /5, which has rank 0.)

The lines /3 and 16 are each incident on two objects of ^12, and can therefore be added to

5s.

We now compute ^9* and find that it contains every object in the construction and

therefore determines the construction. In addition, no proper subset of 5 determines

the entire construction, and no two objects from any S¿ are incident. Therefore, 5 is a

determining set for the construction in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1: A Triangle ABC.
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3.2 General Position

Consider the following restrictions on the points and lines in the determining set as a

consequence of the deflnition of determined. For a projective construction (E,II), we

cannot have three points A,B,C € Ð in the determining set if the incidences /A,IB,lC e

II for some / e E. This is because / will be adjacent to rnore than two objects of lesser

rank, which is a contradiction of the definition of determined.

Similarly, we cannot have three lines /, m,n € Ð in the determining set if the incidences

lA,mA,nA e IL for some point A € X.

We will now define general position as being a geometric constraint on the arrangement

of ljnes and points. A set of points is said to be in general position if no three points in

the set are collinear. A set of lines is said to be in general position if no three iines in the

set are concurrent.

Notice the similarity between the concept of general position and the restrictions

on points and ünes in the determining set. Namely, that no three points can be in a

determining set if there is a ljne containing them in the construction, and that no three

Iines can be in a determining set if there is a point containing them in the construction.

In both cases we cannot have three points on a line or three lines through a point.

The difference is that general position refers to the positions of only lines or only

points, where as with determining sets we are concerned with the abstract incidence

structure of the lines and ooints.

We can extend the definitions of collinear and concurrent so that they apply to the

incidence structure of a given construction. Suppose we are given a construction (Ð,II).

A set of points Pt, Pz, . . . , Pn € X is said to be collinear with respect to the construction,

if thereisaline/e Esuchthattheincidences IP1,|P2,...,IPn e II. Similarly,asetof

lines l1, 12,. . .rIn e Ð is said to be concurrent with respect to the construction, if there is

a point P e E such that the incidences /1P,12P,,...)lnP e IL Notice that points which
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are collinear in the plane need not be collinear with respect to a construction (E, tI).

Using these definitions of collinear and concurrent, we can say that the points and lines

in the determining set A(Ð,II) are in general position.

3.3 Determining Sets and fncidence Graphs

Given a construction in the projective plane, we know we can derive its incidence graph.

For example, the construction in Figure 3.2 has the incidence graph shown in Figure 3.3.

Recall that the incidence graph of a projective construction contains one node for each

line and point, and an edge representing each incidence of a point on a line. Suppose we

are given a construction which has a determining set. We can now label the incidence

graph to indicate the rank of each object, with objects in the determining set having

rank 0. Having done this, we notice that all edges connect an object of lower rank with

an object of higher rank. In fact, in each case the object with lower rank is used to

determine the object with higher rank. In other words, each edge connects an object that

is determined to another object determined by the first object.

This property of the edges must hold for constructions which have determining sets.

To show this, consider all the situations an edge might have:

e An edge that connects two objects, neither of which is determined in terms of the

other. These objects must have different rank, since no objects with the same rank

can be incident. The object with higher rank is incident on at least three objects of

Iower rank. This cannot be because each determined object is incident with exactly

two determined objects with lower rank (its determining objects).

o As well, if an edge connects two objects of different rank, the object of lower rank

must determine the object of higher rank.

Therefore, an edge in the incidence graph of a determined construction must connect

a determined object with another object determined by the first.
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Figure 3.3: Incidence Graph for above Construction.

We can use this fact to discern several other interesting results about projective con-

structions with determining sets.

Proposition 3.3.1 Giuen a projectiue construction (E,II), and i,ts d,eterm,i,ning set

A(E' II), i't is possible to arbi,trari,ly choose the posi,tions of the objects in L(E,II) and,

still mai,ntai,n the incidences ,in TL

Proof In order to show that incidences are maintained, it is sufrcient to show that

no conflicts arise when the objects are placed at their assigned positions. A conflict is

considered to exist when a point P and a line / in Ð have an incidence between them in

II, yet are not physicaliy incident when the objects are place at their assigned positions.

The proof will be by induction on the rank of an object. Objects with rank 0 have

no incidences between them, by definition of the determining set. Therefore we aïe

completely free to arbitrarily choose their positions without fear of conflicts.

Assume that there are no conflicts among the objects in 5¿. An object o of rank i*1is
incident on exactly two objects with rank less than i+ 1, with at least one having rank i.
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These objects determine o. Recall that the position of a determined object is calculated

as the cross product of the positions of its determining objects. For example, if the line

I is determined by points .4. and .8, in terms of homogeneous coordinates,l = Ax B.

Therefore l.A= 0 and /-B = 0, and / is guaranteed to be incident with its determining

objects. Thus there are no conflicts ir 5r+r.

By induction we know that we can arbitrarily assign positions to the objects in the

determining set and thus determine the positions of all objects in the construction without

contradicting the incidences of IT. tr

Proposition 3.3.2 Giuen a construction which has a determining set, 'its corresponding

incidence graph will haue an euen nurnber of edges.

Proof Since every determined object is determined by two other objects, and since every

edge in the incidence graph connects a determined object to an object it determines,

we know that there must be an even number of edges in the incidence graph for this

construction. Therefore, for a construction to have a determining set, it must have an

even number of edges in its incidence graph. tr

Note that the condition that the incidence graph for a construction must have an

even number of edges for the construction to have a determining set is necessary, but

not sufficient. For example, the Desargues' configuration, which has 30 edges in its
incidence graph, has no determining set. This is because, as we shall see later, it is a

(3,3)-configuration.

Proposition 3.3.3 Giuen a construction with a determining set and an incidence graph

G. Let E be the number of edges in G, let n be the number oJ nodes (objects) i,n G, and

let k be the number of objects in the determini,ng set. Then k : n - E 12.

Proof Since the construction has a determining set, we know that every line and point

in the construction is either in the determining set, or determined by the determining

JI
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set. Therefore we know that there are k objects in the determining set and z - & objects

determined by the determining set. Since each determined object has two edges associated

with it, there must be 2(n - k) edges in G. If we know the values of E and r¿, we can

solve for k. Thus, if the determining set for a given construction exists, it will contain

n - E12 objects. tr

Since there may be more than one determining set for a construction, we can also

say that all determining sets for a particular construction must contain the sarne num-

ber of objects. We say that this is the dimension of a construction. For example. the

construction in Figure 3.2 has dimension 4.

3.4 An Algorithm to Find Determining Sets

We will now give an algorithm for flnding a determining set of a projective construction,

(t,II). Assume that we have an empty stack Q, and an empty set.g. The algorithm

executes the following loop until it either finds a determining set or until it determines

no determining set exists:

o Select an object o from Ð that is not incident with any object in Q. Add o to 5
and push it onto Q.

o Find all undetermined objects in E that can now be determined by the objects in

5 and push them onto Ç. If in this step we find an undetermined object that is

adjacent to mote than two determined objects, then we perform a backtrack.

The second step continually iterates through the set of undetermined objects in X

until the set remains stable for two consecutive iterations. In each iteration it searches

the set for objects which are adjacent to exactly two objects from Ç. These objects can

now be determined from ^9. If one of the undetermined objects is adjacent to more than
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two objects from Q, we perform a backtrack. A backtrack returns Q and,5 to the state

they were in just before the last object was added to 5.

Since we are using a backtracking algorithm, it is important that, after performing a

backtrack, we select a different object o than that which caused the backtrack. We also

need a way to detect when all possible variations of ,5 have been tried, in which case no

determining set exists for Ð.

3.5 Augmented Determining Sets

There are some projective constructions for which no determining set exists. For example,

Pigure 3.4 shows two triangles in perspective from a point. This construction has no

determining set. We know from Section 3.3 that, if a determining set exists for a given

construction, its incidence graph must have an even number of edges. Now consider the

incidence graph for the construction in Figure 3.4, shown in Figure 3.5. This graph has

21 edges, so therefore the construction cannot have a determining set. tr

We now introduce augmented determining sets. Briefly, augmented determining sets

are the same as determining sets except that they may contain constrained objects. Let

(E,II) be a projective construction which has no determining set. Let ,9 q t be a set

of iines and points that is a determining set for a construction (E',tr'), where t/ c t,
and II'C II, and for every incidence IP €IIt,I,P €. X/. While 5 does not determine the

entire construction, there is a set of determined objects 5* corresponding to .9. Let o be

an object of E - 5* which is incident on exactly one object m e S*, if there is such an

object o. The object o is constrained by zn. Assume that m has rank i. We then add o

to ,5,+t and recompute ^1¿, for k > i 1 1, since the addition of o may allow more objects

to be determined.

Let 5/ be a set of constrained objects. If {.9 U 5'}* : E, and {5 U ^t,} is minimal,

then {.9 U ,S/} determines the drawing. These sets will be called augmented determining
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Figure 3.4: Two Triangles in Perspective.

40

Figure 3.5: Incidence Graph for Two Triangles in Perspective.
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sets, and will be denoted by A'(E,II). In section 3.5.1 we will see how to compute an

augmented determining set with an example.

Note that the objects in ^9' can be constrained on objects of rank zero or on objects

with rank greater than zero.

The reason we introduce augmented determining sets is that they will allow us to

determine some constructions that could not be determined with determining sets alone.

In fact, it is possible to find an augmented determining set that determines all objects in

the construction in Figure 3.4.

One of the consequences of allowing constrained objects in a determining set is that

we are no longer free to arbitrarily chose the positions of all the objects in a determining

set. The constrained objects must be placed such that they are incident with their

constraining objects.

Note that there are still some constructions for which no determining set or aug-

mented determining set exists. For example) any (3,3)-configuration has no augmented

determining set.

This can be proven as follows. Suppose that we are given a (3,3)-configuration which

does have a augmented determining set. This impJies that every object in the configu-

ration is determined. Every node in the incidence graph for this configuration will have

degree 3. Recall that each edge in the incidence graph of a determined construction must

connect a determined object to another object determined by the flrst.

In this case, every object in the configuration fa,lls into one of three categories:

o An object in the determining set. This object is determined and in turn can be

used to determine three other objects. In the incidence graph this object supplies

three edges that can be used to determine other objects.

o A constrained object in the augmented determining set. This object is determined

and in turn can be used to determine two other objects. In the incidence graph this
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object is constrained using one edge from a determined object, and supplies two

edges that can be used to determine other objects.

ø An object determined by two other objects. This object is determined and in turn

can be used to determine one other object. In the incidence graph this object is

determined using two edges from determined objects, and supplies one edge that

can be used to determine other obiects.

Note that, in all of these cases, the object is determined and provides at least one

edge in the incidence graph for determining other objects. Since, by hypothesis, every

object is determined, there will be at least one edge in the incidence graph that is left ouer.

This edge connects two determined objects, yet neither of these objects are determined in

terms of the other, and it cannot be ignored by using a constraint. This is a contradiction,

therefore this configuration has no determining set or augmented determining set. tr

3.5.1 An Example with an Augmented Determining Set

In the previous Section, we claimed that there existed an augmented determining set that

determined the construction in Figure 3.4. Using the labeJing of Figure 3.5, we will now

show the construction of this augmented determining set as an example.

Suppose we began by trying to construct a non-augmented determining set 5. Let

5 contain initially the point P1. Since,g does not yet determine the construction, v/e

add objects to ,9. Knowing the restrictions on the objects in a determining set, we

cannot select any of 11, 12, or /3. We therefore ad.d P2, P4, and P6 to ,9. At this point,

S* : Pt,PzrPq,Parlb12,lsr14116,/s. Note that, at this point, the points have rank 0 and

the lines have rank 1. Since this still does not determine the entire construction, we must

add more objects to ,5. We cannot add any more points because all the remaining points

are adjacent to determined lines. If we did add these points then we would have ünes in

^1* that were adjacent to more that two objects of lesser rank, which is illegal. Let us

then add /5 to 5. This will aJ.low us to determine points Ps, Ps with rank 2.
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At this point we reach a dead end. All remaining undetermined objects are adjacent

to determined objects, so we can not add anything else to 5. However, there are still

undetermined objects. We cannot find a non-augmented determining set, so we now begin

expanding 5 into an augmented determining set. Let us add /e, which is constrained by

Ps, to 5'. Since P5 has rank 2, /e will have rank 3. We can now determine P7, with rank

4. This will enable us to determine /7, having rank 5.

Since {5U5/}* contains all objects in the construction, it is an augmented determining

set for the construction.

3.5.2 Augmented Determining Sets and Incidence Graphs

Recall from Section 3.3 that every edge in the incidence graph of a construction having a

determining set must connect a determined object to an object it determines. However, if
we allow constrained objects in the determining set, as we do with augmented determining

sets, then this result no longer holds.

For example, let / and P be a line and a point in the augmented determining set for a

construction (Ð,II), such that the incidence lP e fI. Thus I and P are a constrained pair

of objects in the augmented determining set. In the incidence graph for this construction,

the edge corresponding to the incidence lP will connect two objects, neither of which

is determined in terms of the other. Even though every object in the construction is

determined, this edge exists and our previous result is contradicted. We must therefore

derive a new result for constructions having augmented determining sets.

The reason we previously disaliowed edges like the one described above was because,

in general, we cannot arbitrarily choose positions for / and P such that the incidence lP

is maintained. However, since / and P are a constrained pair of objects in the augmented

determining set, we know that their positions will be chosen such that the incidence lP

will be maintained. The existence of this edge in the incidence graph does not cause

any conflicts when positions are assigned to the objects in the augmented determining
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set, and is therefore vaüd. In other words, for augmented determining sets, we make

the distinction between edges that are used to determine objects and edges that do not

determine objects, with the latter corresponding to constrained pairs.

We can now say that an edge in the incidence graph of a construction having an

augmented determining set connects a determined object to an object it determines if
and only if that edge does not correspond to a constrained pair of objects.

RecaII that, for a construction having a determining set, its incidence graph G had

to satisfy the condition E = 2(n - Æ). We can now derive the corresponding result for

constructions having augmented determining sets.

Proposition 3.5.1- Giaen an incidence graph G for a construction hauing an augmented

determining set Lt , Iet E be the number of edges in G, let n be the number of objects

in G, let k be the number o/ non-constrained objects in Lt , and let c be the number of

constrained objects in L'. If A,t exists, then the equation 2lç t c:2n - E must hold.

Proof Notice that each constrained object has an edge that connects it to its constraining

object. Even though the constrained objects help to determine other objects, this edge

is not used to determine any object.

Therefore, the number of edges that are used to determine objects is E - c. Each

object that is determined requires two such edges. Since there are n- k - c determined

objects, we can saythat E- c=2(n-k- c). It then follows that2k*c:2n- E. n

Notice that, since n and E are constant for a given construction,2hlc is an invariant

for that construction, regardless of the augmented determining set chosen.

We can now see how the use of augmented determining sets can help to determine

constructions that don't have determining sets. Recall that the construction in Figure 3.4

has 21 edges in its incidence graph and therefore has no determining set. We claim that

this construction has an augmented determining set. Consider an augmented determining
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set A' having one consttained object. Now the number of edges that determine objects

is equal to E - c = 27 - 1 - 20. Since 20 is even, it may now be possible to use all of

these edges to determine objects.

Recall that the dimension of a construction having a determining set is the number of

objects in the determining set. We now deflne the dimension of a construction having an

augmented determining set A/ as being the number of non-constrained objects in A' plus

half the number of constrained objects in A/, or k + cf 2. For example, the construction

in Figure 3.4 has dimension 5 712.
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Moveffir.ent

In this chapter we will discuss the problem of moving the objects in a construction while

maintaining its incidence structure. Suppose we are given a projective construction (Ð, II)
which has a valid coordinatization. That is, homogeneous coordinates have been assigned

to the objects in E such that the incidences in II are maintained. Now suppose that we

wish to change the appearance of the construction by moving a point P e Ð by changing

its coordinates. Moving P, however, can introduce conflicts in the coordinatization of the

rest of the construction. For example, there may be one or more lines / € Ð such that

lP eII, but for the new coordinates of P,l'P # 0. Thus we will also have to move

all such lines /. But this may introduce conflicts between these lines and other points

incident with them, causing us to move more points to maintain the incidences of If.
Moving these points may cause conflicts with other lines incident on them, and so on.

For example, consider the triangle in Figure 3.1. Suppose we move the point A such

that it is no longer on lines m and n. We now have to move lines rn and n so that they

are once again incident on A. If the movement we appiy to these ünes also moves them

off of points C and B, then we wiil also have to move those points. But the movements

we apply to the points may move them off of the line /. We will then have to move the

line / back onto the points C and B.
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We can see that moving one object in a construction can have far reaching side effects

on the rest of the construction. It is also not clear what form the side effects will take.

In the above example, we moved the line rn to maintain its incidence with the point 1..

There ate, however, an infinite number of movements we can apply to m that will move it
onto A. Without further selection criteria, the choice of movement becomes ambiguous.

Here we will discuss two methods for dealing with these problems. The first uses

determining sets as discussed in Chapter 3. The second method uses central collineations,

first introduced in Section 2.9.

4.L A Method using Determining Sets

Determining sets were developed to help find valid coordinatizations for constructions.

By arbitrarily assigning coordinates to the objects in the (un-augmented) determining

set for a construction, a valid coordinatization can be found for the entire construction.

In the application developed for this thesis, however, this is not an issue. The user

enters constructions by specifying the positions of the lines and points that make up the

construction. Thus a valid coordinatization is always available for the construction being

manipulated.

Determining sets are used, however, to solve the problems that arise when an object

in a construction is moved. Consider a construction (E,II) which has a valid coordina-

tization. Suppose we want to move a point P e Ð. Let A be a determining set for this

construction containing the point P. We can now apply any movement to P and, Ieaving

the other objects in A flxed, simply recalculate the positions of the rest of objects using

the technique described in Chapter 3.

One problem that arises from this application of determining sets is that the nature

of the movement produced is greatly affected by the determining set being used. Deter-

mining sets are, in general, not unique. That is, for a given construction, several diferent
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but equivalent determining sets may exist. Thus, for a given movement of an object in

a construction, the movement of the rest of the construction will vary depending on the

determining set used.

This becomes a problem when we consider

move one object in a construction in order to

object is fixed by the determining set, then the

As well, other algorithms discussed in Chapter

on the determininq set chosen.

that, in some cases, a user will want to

see its effect on another object. If this

movement will be of no use to the user.

5 can have varying behavior depending

What is needed is a way to constrain the selection of the determining set for a con-

struction. This is accomplished by allowing the user to specify objects that are to be

in the determining set. Since these objects will not be animated in the movement, this

process is known as fi,ring objects in the construction. These objects are guaranteed to

be in the determining set, while the remaining objects in the determining set are chosen

by the determining set algorithm.

Note that the user may fix objects which make it impossibie to find a determining

set. In this case, no movement can be made until the user remedies the problem.

4.2 A Method using Central Collineations

Recall collineations from Section 2.9. A collineation is a transformation of the projective

plane that maps points onto points and lines onto lines, while maintaining incidences. In

the previous section we discussed a technique that used determining sets to move some of

the objects in a construction while maintaining the incidences of the construction. This

movement can be considered to be a transformation of the projective plane as mentioned

above, which fi.xes an undefined number of objects and maintains incidences. By the

same token, a collineation can be viewed as a movement of objects in the plane which

maintains incidences. ff this is a central collineation, then the movement keeps one point
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Figure 4.1: Moving a point with two Collineations.

of fixed lines fixed and one line of flxed points fixed.

Thus we can use central collineations to implement a new type of movement. Recall

that specifying the centre and axis of a central collineation in fact describes a set of

central collineations. To specify one collineation a in the set, we give points P and Pl

such that a : P --. P/. Suppose, in our application, we have a construction that contains

a point P, and that the user wishes to move it to P/. If we have a central collineation a

such that a : P ---+ P/, then this collineation wili not only move P to the desired position,

but it will also move other objects in the construction and maintain incidences.

Note that, given a centre V, the point P can only be moved along the fixed line VP.

In order to allow a freer range of movement, we allow the user to define the centre and

axis of two central collineations, (V,l) and (V', //). Whenever the user moves a point P to

P',we find the (V,/) collineation a and the (Vt,//) colüneation B such that (P\Þ : pr.

We then apply the collineation ap to the entire construction.

Figure 4.1 shows how a moves P to Ptt, and then B moves Ptt to P'. Performing these

transformations in this order on all other objects in the construction will perform the same

collineation on the rest of the construction. This is further described in Chapter 6.



Chapter 5

Findi*g Incídences in General

We now consider the problem of assigning positions to objects in a projective construction

in order to preserve incidences. Consider the projective construction (X, II). tet E contain

the points {Pt,Pz,...,P*} and the lines {/1, l,2,...,/,,}. For every l¿P¡ € II, we create

an equation l¿. P¡ = 0. If there are fr incidences in II, then we will create k equations.

These equations are a necessary and sufficient condition for the assigned coordinates to

be valid.

Recall the description of the Desargues' configuration. Given two triangles which are

in perspective, the intersections of corresponding sides of the triangles are collinear. The

fact that the three points of intersection are collinear is inherent in the theorem which

describes this configuration. In other words, we can take the line determined by two of

the points of intersection, and we know that the third point of intersection lies on that

line. However, given a projective construction that appeats to contain a certain incidence,

how can we determine if that incidence will hold in general?

Given a projective construction (Ð,II) and a determining set A(Ð, II), we know that

we can arbitrarily choose the positions of the objects in the determining set, and the

positions of the rest of the objects in the construction are uniquely determined. Suppose

that P and Q are two points in the determining set, and that they determine the line /.
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In terms of their homogeneous coordinates, we can say that / = P x Q. If we move P and

Q by u certain amount, say áp and 6q respectively, the new coordinates // of I are given

bytheequation It=(P +óp)x (Q+00¡: PxQ + px6q I 6pxQ * ópxóq. Since

l:P xÇ,thisequationbecomeslt=l r Px6q r 6pxQ + 6px6q. If wenow

deflneó¿tobe 6t:Px6q I 6pxQ * ópXóç,wecansaythat// =ltù. Now,given

the changes in the position of the objects in the determining set A, we can compute the

changes in the position of the rest of the objects in the construction.

Suppose we have the positions of objects in the determining set of a construction

(t,III) which has an apparent incidence between ahne m and a point 5 (i.e. m.5:0,
but znS is not in II). If we change the positions of the objects in the determining set, we

can frnd the resulting changes in the positions of m and 5,, 6,n and óg respectively. In

order to see if m and 5 are still incident, we must determine whether of not the equation

(m*6^)'(.t+ós) = m.S * m.6s + 6*.5 ¡ 6^.6s :0holds. If thisequation

hoids, then rn and 5 remain incident after the given movement has been applied to the

objects in the determining set.

This method can be extended to determine if an incidence holds in generaJ. Suppose

that, instead of supplying the changes in position of objects in the determining set as

constants, we supply the changes in position as symboüc variables. If we carry these

variables through our calculations, we will eventually arrive at changes in position of all

objects in the construction in terms of these variables. If the equation (m!6*).(S+¿s) :
0 now holds, we know that, for any given position of objects in the determining set, m

and ^1 will be incident.

Suppose we wanted to use this technique to illustrate Desargues' theorem. We could

do this by drawing a construction consisting of trvo triangles in perspective, and the three

points of intersection between corresponding sides. If we add the line determined by two

of these points of intersection, we can hypothesize that this line will always be incident

with the third point of intersection. Let this üne be m and the third point of intersection
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be 5. We want to show that the incidence rnS holds in general.

We now flnd a determining set for this construction. Note that, since this is not

the full Desargues' configuration, the determining set exists. We then assign coordinates

to the objects in the determining set, and compute the coordinates of the rest of the

construction. Computing the value of m.S, we find that it is zero, and therefore nz and

5 are indeed incident. We must now determine if this incidence hoids in general or if it is
just a coincidence of this particular coordinatization. Thus we assign variable movements

to the objects in the determining set, and compute the movements of the rest of the object

in the construction in terms of these variables. We then ca.lculate (m i 6*). (.1 + 6s)

and find that it is also zero. Our hypothesized incidence is thus proven for all positions

of objects in the determining set.

As well, the above technique shows us that, even though A is the determining set for

a simplified Desargues' configuration, it maintains the incidences of the full Desargues'

configuration, and can therefore be used to coordinatize the full Desargues' configuration.

Thus, it may now be possible to coordinatize conflgurations which, in their full form, have

no determining sets.

5.1- More Configurations

So far we have been introduced to two conf.gurations, Pappus and Desargues'. We will

now look at a few more conf.gurations. The 73 configuration shown in Figure 5.1 is also

known as the Fano confr,guration. As you can see this drawing of the Fano configuration

contains a 'Iine' which is circular. In fact, this configuration cannot be drawn with the

application developed for this thesis, or in the real projective plane [13]. Simitarly, the

83 configuration in Figure 5.2 cannot be drawn in the real projective plane.

It may seem odd to consider these to be projective configurations, because they cannot

be drawn with just straight lines and points. However, they do obey the three axioms
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Figure 5.1: The 73 Fano Configuration

of planar projective geometry. In fact, the Fano plane, which is a finite projective plane

over GF(2), can be used to coordinatize the Fano configuration.

The Pappus conf.guration is not the only 93-configuration. As Figure 5.3 shows, it is
only one of three 93-configurations. Similarly, there are ten 1O3-configurations, of which

Desargues' is only one [2]. The Desargues' configuration is a theorem in any projective

plane coordinatized by homogeneous coordinates.

Of the three 93-conûgurations, only the Pappus configuratin is easy to coordinatize,

since it is also a theorem. One simply follows the procedure in Section 2.7 and the three

collinear points of intersection emerge. For the other two configurations, the incidence

structure is not so easily achieved. We need to solve a system of equations to find

coordinatizations that maintain the incidences of the configurations.

Similarly, of the ten lO3-configurations, only Desargues' is easy to coordinatize. One

of the configurations cannot be coordinatized over any commutative field, and the other

eight require a solution to a system of equations.
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Figure 5.2: The 83 Configuration

Pappus NonPappus-1

Figure 5.3: The Three 93 Configurations
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5.2 Forcing Incidences

Suppose we are given a construction (Ð, II) which has a valid coordinatization, and which

contains aline / and apoint Pwhich are not asyetincident (i.e. /.P +0 andII does

not contain the incidence lP). One operation we may wish to perform is to force I and

P to be incident. In other words, find a new coordinatization in which I . P = 0, and add

the incidence /P to II.

For example, if we want to construct the non-Pappus g3-configurations, or the non-

Desargues' 103-configurations, we can easily construct them with one incidence missing,

and then force this last incidence to qet a valid coordinatization.

Another reason why we may want to perform such an operation is that it may be

possible to coordinatize (3,3)-configurations even though they have no determining sets.

As we showed earlier in this chapter, this can be achieved by removing one incidence

from the conflguration and finding a determining set for the simpJified configuration. If
the determining set can be shown to maintain the incidence that was removed, as will

happen with the Desargues' configuration, then that determining set can be used to

move the simpJified conflguration as if it were the full confrguration. However, what if
the determining set for the simplified configuration did not maintain the incidences of

the full configuration? For example, the two non-Pappus g3-configurations. If this were

the case then there would be one incidence in the construction that is not maintained.

This missing incidence, the incidence that was removed, would then have to be expücitly

enforced.

We now describe a technique that can be helpful in forcing objects to be incident.

Consider the construction (E,II) mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. In order to

force / and P to be incident, we would flrst have to flnd a coordinatization of the obiects

in Ð that maintains the incidences in II U {/P}.

Let A(E,II) be a determining set for this construction which contains P but not /.

.f .f
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Thus P will have rank 0 and / will be determined with rank greater than 0. As before,let

us assign variable movements to the objects in A and calculate the resulting movements

in the rest of the construction. Consider the value of the expression (/+ó¿).(P+6p). Since

I and P are not incident, this expression will be a non-zero function of the movements of

the objects in A.

Now consider the equation (/ + ó/) . (P + óp) = 0. Notice that any solution to this

equation will define the movements of the objects in A that will cause / and P to be

incident. That is, after applying the solution (movements) to the objects in A, // .PI = 0.

Thus we only have to solve the above equation and apply that solution to the objects in A

and the desired incidence will be achieved. We call (l + ó¡) .(P + 6p) : 0 the constrai,ni,ng

equat'i,on, because any movements for the objects in A must be constrained by it in order

to be vaiid movements.

However, the constraining equation may be quadratic in a theoretically unümited

number of variables. It is not clear how we could solve such an equation. Therefore we

must simpJ-ify this technique so that it will produce a constraining equation that we can

solve in real time.

Notice that we currently assign variable movements to all objects in the determining

set. Thus we are solving for movements of a// objects in the determining set that will

cause / and P to be incident. The larger the determining set, the more complex the

equation. What if we only solved for the movement of one object in A, say P, and flxed

the other objects in A? By assigning variable movement to only one object in A, we not

only lower the number of variables we have to deal with, but we also ensure that we have

a constant number of variables in the equation. Since we are trying to force the incidence

of / and P, solving for the movement of P that will move it onto / makes sense. Since we

are using homogeneous coordinates to represent positions, our variable movement for P

will be represented by a variable homogeneous coordinate triple.

Now notice that the equation is quadratic in the ó's, and is therefore difficult to solve.
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Instead of solving the quadratic equation, we linearize it by ignoring the quadratic terms.

Thus, if I = PxQ, thenwetake á¿ tobeequal to Px6q I 6p x Q andignore the

6px6q term. We also nowtake (/16r) .(P +6p) to be equal tol.P II.6p*ù.P
and ignore the ó¿ .óp term. This can be justified by noticing that, in most cases, óp

will be smaller than P, and thus the quadratic terms will not contribute a great deal to

the value of the equation. Having said this, it is important to note that any solution we

get from the linearized equation will only be an approximation. We will have to use an

iteration-based technique to get a result that will be suitable for our purposes.

Notice that, in the computer application, we are working with floating point numbers,

which are an approximation of real numbers. As such, any computation we perform is

already an approximation. Thus, using using an iteration-based technique to find an

approximate solution is not signiflcant.

We will now discuss the form of the constraining equation after the simplifications

have been applied. First notice that each ó is calculated as the sum of two cross products.

These are cross products of a homogeneous coordinate and another 6. The first ó's we

calculate will involve objects in A. Suppose we calculate 6* : (P + óp) X (^9 + ós) :
P x 6s * óp X,5, where P : (Pt, Pz, Ps)and 5 : (Sr, 52, ^9s) are in A. Let 6p = (r,y, z)

be the symbolic movement of P, and let ós = (0,0,0), since ,9 is fixed. Since ó" is zero,

not equal to zero, it would also be made up of linear combinations of (2, y,z), and 6^

would again be made up of linear combinations of (rryrz).

Now consider the constraining equation, (/+ ó¡). (P + 6p) = I. P + l. 6p t 6¡. P : 0.

It is calculated as the sum of three dot products. Two of the terms are dot products

involving one homogeneous coordinate and one ó. These simplify to linear combinations

of (r,, y, z). Let the sum of these terms be rr I sg Itz, where r, s and ú are real numbers.

The third term is the dot product of two homogeneous coordinates, and simplifles to a

ol

thenrstcrossproductiszero.rh",ó-=|,l : :1,-l : : l,l r' v ll ^,
you can see, the componenrs or ó- wn be ,I'l'..i;,i'.,1"1'., 

t.: 

),!i^' ".1? 
J/ *"r"
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real numeric constant. Let this constant be c: l. P. Our constraining equation thus

simplifies to rr I sy I tz{ c = 0.

We now give an algorithm that describes our simplified technique for forcing the

incidence of a line / and a point P in a construction (8,II). Since an iteration-based

algorithm will not, in general, be able to take l.P eractly to zero, we will define lI'Pl < e

to be the finishing condition. The value of e chosen will determine how accurate the

algorithm is.

Find a determining set A(Ð,II) which contains P but not /. Assigr (r,A,z) as the

movement for P, and (0,0,0) as the movement for the objects in A, - {P}.

Whilel/.Pl <edo

Calculate the ó's of the rest of the objects in the construction in terms of 6p.

These will be linear combinations of r, y, and z.

Evaluate the expression (/ 1ól) '(P + 6p). Because of the simplifications, this

wili be of the formrr + sA +tz * c for some real numbers r, s, ú, and c.

Solve the constraining equation rr I sy I tz lc = 0 for r, y,, and z.

Apply the movement (r, y,z) to P and recalculate the position of objects in

the construction.

o Add the incidence /P to II.

5.2.t Methods for solving the constraining equation

In the algorithm above we must solve the equation rx I sy I tz t c = 0 to find the

movement (*, y, ,) for the point P. Notice that we have a tremendous amount of freedom

in choosing (*ry,z).One simple method is to select values for c and y and solve for z.

Thus (2, y,z) = (",U,-JÈî@).To address the possibility that ú might be zero, we

would simply solve for another of the three variables.
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The problem with the above method is that the movements we flnd with it are limited

by our choice of r and g. Remember that these movements are to be applied to a

construction that the user is altering in real-time. Thus the movements of the objects

should be continuous and not erratic. If our choice of ¿ and g is inappropriate, the objects

may move erratically. Another way of looking at this problem is that only one of the

three variables is affected by the constraining equation. Thus the constraining equation

does not have very much effect on the movement we choose.

Consider the movement (r, y,z) = (#, #, #). This movement satisfies the con-

straining equation. As well, the effect of the constraining equation is more evenly spread

across a.ll three components of the movement than with the previous method. Also notice

that c:l'P is ameasure of how ciose / and P are. Thus, as / and P move closer toeach

other with each iteration, c becomes smaller and the movement applied becomes smaller.

This helps to reduce the oscillation that can occur with iteration-based algorithms.

This method still has a problem. It does not take into account the current position

of P. Thus, applying the movement to P could drastically change the position of P and

cause erratic movement in the rest of the construction.

Let P = (Pr,Pz,Ps) be the homogeneous coordinate of the current position of P.

consider the movement (ø, a, z) = rn-+Jftl"t, 6a1fo,P+fu¡;, ffiffir;¡;). rhis
movement again satisfies the constraining equation, but also takes into account the current

position of P. Thus the larger components of P will be changed by a greater amount

than the smaller comoonents.

when these methods were tested, the last method was indeed found to produce the

nicest and most consistent results.
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5.3 Movement in constructions without Determining sets

Suppose we are given a (3, 3)-configuration (t, II), with va]id coordinates, and wish to

alter its appearance by moving one of its objects. Let o be the object being moved.

Normally we would find a determining set A(E,II) containing o, and then simply recal-

culate the positions of the objects every time o is moved. However, as we know from

Chapter 3, a (3, 3)-conflguration has no determining set, so we cannot use this method

of object-movement. In this case, we select an incidence lP e tI and remove it from II.

We then check to see if the incidence /P holds in general. If the incidence does hold in

general, then we try to move the simplified construction. Note that, after removing the

incidence, the construction is no longer a (3,3)-configuration, and therefore may have a

determining set.

But what happens if the incidence /P is not true in general? If we try to move the

simplified construction we will find that, as o is moved, / and P will drift apart. However,

as we have seen in the previous section, we do have a technique for forcing an incidence

between a line and a point. What we must therefore do is, after each movement of o,

apply our technique to move / and P back together.

We must first find a ne\M determining set that contains both the object o and the

point P and does not contain the line /. We can now use the algorithm from the previous

section to restore the incidence /P should the two objects drift apart as o is moved.
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Disphy System Implementation

In this chapter we will discuss the implementation of the display system. This will

include a discussion about the applicability of object-oriented design to the domain of

planar projective geometry, as well as an introduction to the [Jni,draw C++ library used

in the implementation. Finally, we will discuss the development of the display system,

both in terms of its use of Unidraw and other algorithms and classes that are independant

of Unidraw.

6.1 Object Orientation and the Projective Plane

In this section we will briefly discuss the object-oriented design used in the application

developed for this thesis. Class hierarchies are illustrated using the object modeling tech-

nique described in [11]. A more detailed discussion of the operation and impiementation

of the classes will be given later.

One of the probiems inherent when discussing an object-oriented design is the differ-

ence between classes and objects. A class describes a set of member variables and methods

and the interface for accessing these components. However a class must be instantiated

into an object before any of its members can be accessed. ( This does not include members
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declared as static, which can be accessed from the class and do not require an object to be

instantiated.) In this section I will use the term class to describe a class of objects, and

the term object to describe the use of an instantiation of a certain class. Since the term

object will also be used to describe projective objects (i.e. projective lines and points)

on the screen, the context will have to be consulted to determine the correct meaning.

A domain that is often used to illustrate object-oriented design techniques is that of

the graphical object editor. This is because there is a large number of features shared

by all graphical objects manipulated by the editor. These include attributes as well as

methods. For example, both squares and circles have a position and a size. They also

both have the operations draw and move. There are also features that are not shared by

all graphical objects. For example, objects like rectangles and ellipses two size attributes,

one vertical and one horizontal, where as squares and circles only have one size attribute.

One of the chalienges of object-oriented design is to capture in the class hierarchy both

the similarities and differences between the objects being manipulated.

The application of object-oriented techniques is even clearer in the domain of planar

projective geometry. This is because of the fundamental duality between lines and points

in the projective plane.

Recall that this application was developed using the Unidraw class library. As such,

it must conform to the structure imposed by Unidraw. Here we give a simpJìfied design

and omit the overhead imposed by Unidraw.

6.1.1 OMT Notation

The Object Modeling Technique (OMT) described in 111] is a graphical notation used

for illustrating object models. Since we use OMT to represent our object hierarchies, we

now give a brief introduction into the OMT notation we use.

Figure 6.1 shows a simple class hierarchy. The boxes represent classes, with the

class names appearing in their boxes. Lines between boxes represent either associations,
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Figure 6.1: Projective Object Class Hierarchy.

aggregations or derived classes. For example, there is an association betwe en Hcoord and,

PGComp, ar.d PGLine and PGPoint ate derived ftom PGComp. The latter is indicated

by the triangle shown in the connection between the subclasses and their superclass.

Multiplicity of associations is indicated by placing dots on the associative links. For

example, in Figure 6.1, each PGComp has one Intersectionassociated with it, but each

Intersection can have one or more PGCornp objects associated with it.

Aggregations are symbolized by placing hollow diamonds on the lines linking related

classes. For example, in Figure 6.3, BTlistis related to an aggregation of BTlnfoobjects.

6.L.2 Projective Object Hierarchy

Figure 6.1 shows the object model for the projective object hierarchy. Here we express

the duality of projective objects in the parent class PGCornp. This class keeps track of

the position of the object (through an association with the Hcoord class) and the other

objects it is incident with (through an association with the Intersection class). It is

concerned with the analytic and synthetic properties of projective objects.
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Figure 6.2: Object Movement Class Hierarchy.

The Hcoord class is used to store homogeneous coordinates and contains methods for

doing dot and cross products. The Intersect'ion class stores a list of the other objects an

object is incident with. It contains methods for traversing the list and testing membership

in the list. This is the only place where the incidence structure of a construction is

maintained.

The PGComp class has two subclasses, PGLi,ne and PGPoinf. These are concerned

with the physical manifestations of the projective objects. Thus they include methods to

draw projective ünes and points respectively, either on the screen or on a printed page.

6.1.3 Object Movement Hierarchy

We now discuss the class hierarchy involved in the movement of a construction. The op-

eration of moving an object in a construction has been distilled into two associated sub-

operations: animation and tracking. Animation moves the object seen by the user from

its original position to a new position, and tracking calculates the object's new position.

These sub-operations are represented by the associated class hierarchies PGComplexElem
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and Tracki,ng respectively. See Figure 6.2. The PGCompiexElem class hierarchy is con-

cerned with managing the current position and animation of the object. The position

is stored, of course, in a Hcoord object. Since the method of animation is different for

points and lines, it is managed by subclasses of PGComplexElem, PGComplerline and

PGComplenPoint. The animation is performed using Unidraw's Rubberband hierarchy,

discussed in Section 6.2.

The Tracking class hierarchy is concerned with the way in which the next position of

an object is obtained. The type of tracking to apply depends on whether determining set

movement or collineation-based movement is being used, and the specific type of deter-

mination or collineation used. Subclasses include Determi,nedTracking for objects whose

position is determined by the intersection of two other objects, ConstrainedlTracking

and Constrained?Trackingfor objects that are constrained by one other object,and Null-

Tracking for objects in the determining set which don't have their positions deflned in

terms of other objects. The ShadowTraclci,ng subclass is used when the position of an

object is the same as that of another object. This is used when different views of the

same object are animated in different windows. There are also several collineation-based

Tracking subclasses used in collineation-based movement (discussed in Section 4.2).

The most important method in the PGComplexElem class is the Traclcmethod. Call-

ing this method on a PGComplex object will cause the object to be animated to its

new position, which is obtained from its associated Tracking object. When moving a con-

struction, a list will be created containing one PGComplexElem object for each projective

object in the construction (a PGComplerlist). The entire construction will be animated

by simply traversing the list and calling the Track method on each PGComplexþlem

object in the list.

6.L.4 Determining Set Hierarchy
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Figure 6.3: Determining Set Class Hierarchy.

The algorithm to find determining sets needs a significant amount of information for each

object in the construction. Since this information is somewhat cumbersome and only

used in the determining set algorithm, it was placed in a hierarchy separate from the

projective object hierarchy. See Figure 6.3.

This hierarchy is based on the PGOInfo class, which tracks information about each

projective object needed by the determining set aigorithm. There is an association to the

PGComp class, so a PGOInfo object knows about the PGComp object it represents, and

vice versa. This class also tracks various status information needed by the determining

set algorithm.

One of these pieces of information is an association to the DOInfo cIass. When

an object becomes determined, this class is used to deflne which mechanism was used

to determine it. If an object is either constrained or determined, this class contains

references to the PGOInfo object(s) that were used to constrain or determine it. This

class also contains the method Bui,ldPGComplerElem that creates an instantiation of the

PGComplerUlem class based on the method of determination of this projective object.

The DOInfo class is a virtual class used as a superclass for three other classes: ,Inde-

pendantDOlnfo, ConstrainedDOlnfo, and DeterminedDOlnfo. Each of these subclasses

corresponds to to one method of determination. IndependantDOlnfo indicates that its
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projective object is in the determining set. DeterminedDOlnfo indicates that its pro-

jective object is determined, either directly or indirectly, by the determining set. Con-

strainedDOlnfo indicates that its projective object is constrained on an object that is ei-

ther independant or determined. Calling the BuildPGComplexElem method on a DOInfo

object will call the corresponding method in one of these three subclasses.

The algorithm that finds determining sets (see Section 3.4) operates by adding objects

to a working set until it is discovered that the working set is a valid determining set. If a

conflict occllrs the algorithm performs a backtraclc. This involves removing the offending

object from the working set and undetermining a17 objects that it has determined. The

BTInfo class is concerned with this backtracking. It stores information that is needed to

perform one backtrack. This includes an object in the working set, and a list of objects

determined as a result. Creating an instantiation of this class is equivalent to adding an

object to the determining set. It contains methods to determine other objects and to

backtrack itself.

The BTInfo objects are stored in a BTLisú object. The BTList object stores BTInfo

objects in a stack-like data structure. It therefore contains methods to push and pop

BTInfo objects onto and off of the stack. This list can be thought of as the working

set. This is because it contains the BTInfo objects, and each BTInfo object represents

one object in the working set. Objects are added to the working set by pushing BTInfo

objects onto the stack. A backtrack operation is performed by popping a BTInfo object

off of the stack and calling its backtrack method.

6.2 The Unidraw Class Librarv

Unidraw is a C** class library built on the InterViews structured graphics class library

developed at Stanford. It was designed to help create graphical editors in a number of

domains, such as drawing systems and logic design tools.
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The fundamental features common to all graphical editors, such as menu bar com-

mands, mouse-driven tools and graphical objects, are treated as abstract classes. The

programmer derives subclasses from these abstract classes to suit the desired domain and

introduces them into the Unidraw system. Unidraw then uses the interface defined in

the abstract classes to access the new subclasses. As well, predeflned subclasses, suitable

for many common applications, are included as part of the class Library. For example, a

simple drawing editor can be made by using the predefined subclasses and deriving only

one new subclass.

This introduction to Unidraw is geared toward its use in this implementation. As such,

some of the features of Unidraw not used in this implementation may not be discussed.

6.2.L Structured Graphic Systems

Many graphics libraries exist that allow the programmer to work with primitive graphical

objects such as line segments, rectangles and ellipses, and to perform operations with

these simple objects. A higher level of abstraction is reached when the programmer is

allowed to combine these simple objects into more complex structured objects, and then

use the same operations on these new, more complex objects. For example, a programmer

deveioping an architectural design package might draw the drafting symbol for a stove

by drawing four circles in a square. To actuaily draw these five objects every time this

symbol is needed is tedious. It would be better to combine these objects into a structured

object once. This structured object could be now be manipulated and placed with one

command.

InterViews is one such package [1a]. A1I graphical objects are derived from the Graphic

class. One of these subclasses is the Picture class. The Picture subclass supports hierar-

chical composition of graphical objects. Al1 graphical objects, including Picture objects,

can be drawn, erased, rotated, scaled and moved. A Picture object treats its children as

a unified block of objects, operating in unison according to the operations performed on
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their parent.

6.2.2 Structured Graphics with Unidraw

The objects with which the graphica,l editor is to work are ca.lled components. Components

are seen as having two distinct sets of properties: those pertaining to the component's szô-

ject, and those pertaining to the component's uiew. The component subjects, represented

in Unidraw by the Component abstract class, encapsulate the meaning and information

of an object, while the component views, represented by the ComponentView abstract

class, encapsulate the graphical representation of the object that the user sees [15].

The Graphic abstract class is a superclass for the basic graphical objects that any

graphical editor can draw on the screen, such as lines and rectangles. It encapsulates

several attributes that control the appearance of the graphical objects, such as colour, fill
pattern or line style. Subclasses of the Graphic class can use these attributes when draw-

ing themselves. These graphic objects are not components themselves, but components

can be based on them.

Each Graphic-based object has a Transformer attribute. The objects use their Trans-

formers to perform scaling, transiation and rotation transformations on their coordinates.

This is the usual way that the shape and location of screen objects is changed. The de-

fault response to a Move command, for example, is to execute the translate method on

the transformer of the object being moved, supplying the amount of movement as the

translation to use. In this way, many aspects of the appearance of a graphical object can

be modifled using the Graphic interface, which is common to ali graphical objects. In

the case of structured Graphic objects, individual objects concatenate their Transform-

ers with those of their parents'. If their parents are themselves children of a structured

graphic then they too concatenate their Transformers with those of their parents'. In

this way, each object is sure to perform its transformation with respect to its ancestors'

coordinate system.
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More abstract classes are derived from the component abstract classes. The Graph-

icComp abstract class, derived from Component, is used as a superclass for component

subjects whose state is represented by Graphic objects. The GraphicComps subclass sup-

ports the structured composition of GraphicComp objects. The GraphicView abstract

class, derived from ComponentVi,ew, is used as a superclass for component views whose

appearance is represented by Graphic objects. The Graphi,cViews subclass supports the

structured composition of GraphicView objects. The Posú^gcriptView abstract class is

used as a superclass for component views whose appearance is deflned in encapsulated

PostScript (usually for the purposes of printing GraphicComp objects).

The behavior of the program's domain is defined by the components. Speciflcally, the

components' reaction to certain tools and commands. For example, a square object and

a circle object wouid each react differently to a reshape command.

Many Unidraw class hierarchies support symbolic class identification. These hierar-

chies have the GetClassld and IsA methods that must be implemented by each class in

the hierarchy. The GetClassld method returns a symbolic class identifler (of type Ctassld)

that is unique to its class. The IsA method accepts one argument of type Classld, and

returns a boolean value of true if that class has, or has a superclass which has, the same

class identifler as given in the argument. Thus, given an instantiation o of LineComp,

a subclass of GraphicComp, calling the IsA method on o and passing it the LINE-C0Mp

class identifler will return true. Passing the COMPONENT identifier will also return true,

because LineComp is a subclass (through GraphicComp) of Component.

6.2.3 The Structure of a Unidraw Program

A program using the Unidraw ciass library begins by declaring several objects that are

needed to support the class library. These objects exist for the entire execution of the

program and are accessible from any function or object in the program. The Creator

object is responsible for creating Components (as read from saved files) and creating Views
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for each Component in the system. The Catalog object provides, in general, persistent

name to object mapping for component, tool and command objects. It is usually used

simply for storing and retrieving work created by the program for the domain in question

(i.". a drawing editor would store and retrieve drawings). The global Unidraw object

takes the creator and catalog objects as arguments to its constructor, thereby making

them accessible to the entire system.

Once the program has declared these objects, it declares one or more Editor objects,

introduces them to the global unidraw object, and then executes the run method of the

global unidraw object. The run method in the unidraw object takes care of the event

Ioop associated with most graphical user interfaces. Most of the overall appearance of

a graphical editor is defined by its Editors. Each Editor object defines the layout of its

window (i.e. the placement of menu bar, tools and work area(s), as well as the panning

and zooming mechanisms to use), and dictates the menu options and tools available. See

figure 6.4 for the appearance ofthe editor used in the application developed for this thesis.

Any object in the Editor's window that has a shape and size and can accept mouse

events is represented as an Interactor. These include menu bars, menus, icons and the

work area. Interactors contain information regarding their initial shape and their stretcha-

bility. The programmer defrnes the layout of the Editor by specifying the relative arrange-

ment of the objects. When the Editor is drawn, it traverses the hierarchy of interactors,

and, using the shape information of each interactor, calculates its size and position. If the

Editor's window is resized, the sizes of the interactors in the window are automaticallv

resized.

The program's components are stored in a GraphicComps object that belongs to each

Editor object. Each Editor object owns one or more Viewer objects A Viewer is the work

area which displays the GraphicViews object corresponding to the Editor's GraphicComps

object.
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Figure 6.4: The Appearance of our Editor.

6.2.4 Tools and Menus

There are two ways to get user input into a graphical editor. The first method requires

the user to first select a tool from a palette of tools. Now, whenever the user clicks a

mouse button in the work area, the tool will be activated. This method is appropriate

for operations such as placing new objects on the screen or changing the appearance of

existing objects. In short, any operation that requires visual feedback (eg. click and drag)

is performed by wielding a tool. The other method requires the user to select objects

to be operated on beforehand, and then selecting the operation to be performed from a

pulldown menu. The operation may open a poprlp window to soljcit more information

from the user. This method is appropriate for operations that don't require much (or

any) visual feedback, such as storing or retrieving work.

In Unidraw, any operation that can be performed by the user (i.e. through tools
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or menus) which can be executed, undone or redone is represented by a subclass of the

Command class. The difference between the Commands for tool-based operations, such

as MoueCmd, and the Commands for menu-based operations, such as DeleteCmd, is that

the tool-based operations require parameters. These parameters are supplied by the user

wielding the tool.

Unidraw has special classes for using both tool and menu commands. The TooI ab-

stract class is a superclass for all mouse-based operations. These include, among others,

the MoueTool class, used to move objects in the work area, and the NewCompTool class,

used to place new objects in the work area. The PanelControlclass is used for presenting

a tool icon to the user. It has facilities for displaying text or a graphic symbol in a button

and animating the push down action when the button is pressed. It also has facilities for

grouping several PanelControls together (i.e. a tool palette) so that only one is selected

at any time. When a PanelControl object is created, it can be given a Tool object that

represents the action that will eventually be performed while its icon is selected.

When a Viewer, which is the work area of an Editor, detects a mouse button click, it
retrieves the current Tool from its Editor. This Tool is then asked to create a Manipulator

object that will animate the three phases of the manipulatioî: grasp) wield and effect.

If the action of the Tool that is currently being used depends on the GraphicViews that

were selected when the grasp was performed, it may delegate the Manipulator creation

to those GraphicViews.

Once the Manipulator has grasped the objects selected in the Viewer it enters its

wield phase. Here it animates the selected objects as per the movements of the mouse.

When the user releases the mouse button the Manipulator executes its effect phase where

it 'cleans up' after the animation. The end result of the manipulation is stored for use

when the Manipulator is interpreted.

The TooI is then asked to interpret the manipulation just completed. This can be

done by either the Tool itself or by the GraphicViews that created the Manipuiator. This
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involves interrogating the Manipulator to determine the result of the manipulation, and

using this information to generate a Command object. When the Command is executed

it will make the effect of the manipulation evident in the Editor's components.

The operations required for the animation of a manipulation are performed by a .Euó-

berBand object that is created by the Tool or GraphicView that creates the Manipulator.

Thus the Manipulator is only responsible for the structure of the manipulation, the actual

drawing and erasing of objects is performed by the RubberBand.

The RubberBand class hierarchy is used to perform all object animation in Unidraw.

The base class defines methods that erase and move an object. Animation is done in XOR

mode, so erasing an object is performed by redrawing it. The animation is performed

by erasing an object at its old position, flnding its new position and drawing it at its

new position. Thus to animate an object, all that is usually required is a subclass in this

hierarchy that redefines the Draw method to draw the object.

As an example, I will now describe the actions that take place when a MoueToolis used

with a line segment. With the MoveTool selected in the tool palette, the user clicks the

mouse button on a line segment in the Viewer's display area. This caltses the MoveTool's

CreateManipulator operation to be called. It determines which of two possibie situations

existed when the button was oressed:

o The cursor was on a GraphicView that was one of several GraphicViews that were

selected. The MoveTool calls the GraphicView CreateManipulator operation which

creates a DragManipulator whose RubberBand is a rectangle that precisely encloses

all selected GraphicViews.

o The cursor was on a GraphicView that was not selected. In this case, the selection

is cleared and set to the GraphicView that the cursor was pointing to. Since the

selected GraphicView is a LineView, the MoveTool now calls the LineView Cre-

ateManipulator operation, which creates a DragManipulator whose RubberBand
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is, in this case) a Rubberline object which has the same size and position as the

LineView.

The Manipulator is returned to the Viewer, which invokes the Manipulators grasp,

wield and effect phases. The Viewer then calls the Tool's InterpretManipulator operation,

passing it the Manipulator. The MoveTool calls the GraphicView's InterpretManipulator

operation which uses the coordinates stored in the Manipulator to generate a MoveCmd.

The MoveCmd is then executed. This causes the movement stored in the MoveCmd

to be applied to the GraphicComps which belong to the selected GraphicViews. The

GraphicViews are then redrawn and the user sees the effect of his actions.

Menu commands are implemented by using the CommandControl class. This class is

used to hold the information needed for one menu option, which includes the name of the

command (that appears in the menu when the user clicks on the menu bar) and a Com-

mand object that is to be executed when the menu option is selected. CommandControl

objects are collected in PullDownMenu objects, which are in turn collected in the menu

bar.

Commands and Tools need a way to keep track of components or views that the user

is especialiy interested in. This service is provided by Selection and Clipboa,rd objects.

A Selection object holds a list of GraphicViews. Usually each Editor wiü have a

Selection object for each of its Viewers. This Selection object will then be accessed

by the tools and menu commands as required. For example, the SelectTool is used to

change the GraphicViews in an Editor's Selection object. If the user wants to appiy a

MoveTool to more than one screen object, those screen objects are placed in the Selection

using the SelectTool, and then the MoveTool is wielded. The movement specified using

the MoveTool is applied to the GraphicComps belonging to all the GraphicViews in the

Selection.

A Clipboard object holds a list of GraphicComps. The GraphicComps that a Com-

mand is to be appüed to is specifled in a Clipboard. The Clipboard may be a default
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Clipboard associated with the Command's Editor, or it may be passed to the Command's

constructor. For a Command generated by a Tooi as part of its InterpretManipulator

operation, the Clipboard is compiled by that TooI. For Commands that are invoked

from a menu, either the default Clipboard is used or a Clipboard is generated using the

GraphicViews in the Editor's Selection. This is what happens when a user selects several

objects with a SelectTooi and then invokes the DeleteCmd from a menu.

Both the PanelControl class and the CommandControl class have the abilìty to use

hotkeys. These are keystrokes that can be used as short cuts for either selecting a tool or

invoking a menu command. The keystrokes required for each tool or menu command are

specified as parameters to the PanelControl or CommandControl constructors and are

automatically displayed in the button or menu line.

6.3 Display System Development

There is an important difference in the operations the two methods of object movement

described in this chapter. Determining sets are used to find the movements needed to

maintain the incidence structure of a construction. Thus sorne of the objects in the plane

are moved. With collineations, we find a transformation of the entire plane, or all of the

objects in the plane, that produces the desired effect.

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a computer application that would allow a

user to create and edit drawings in the projective plane. Now that we have discussed some

basic pianar projective geometry and have a basic knowledge of the class übrary used to

implement this application, we can discuss the actual development of this application.

We will first discuss classes that were developed for the application. While some of these

are subclasses of Unidraw classes and were developed to extend Unidraw for the domain

of planar projective geometry, others deal solely with planar projective geometry. Some

of the latter classes were introduced in Section 6.1 where we discussed their place in the

object oriented design of this application. Here we discuss their use in more detail.
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6.3.1 New Subclasses

We will now discuss those classes that were extended from the Unidraw hierarchy. It

should be noted that, while the Unidraw class library does a good job of abstracting

graphical editors, it makes some assumptions about graphical editors that are not true in

our case. Therefore, some subclasses were developed solely to counteract these assump-

tions, and don't really add much functionality to the application. These subclasses will

only briefly be mentioned. Also, many of the subclasses do not significantly change the

interface inherited from their superclasses. Thus the new interfaces will not be given for

these subclasses.

The first new subclass is PGGraphic, which is a subclass of Graphic. It adds the ability

to store a homogeneous coordinate, represented by an Hcoord object, to the Graphic class.

This class is used as a superclass for the PGLine and PGPoinú classes, which represent

projective lines and projective points, respectively. These subclasses will eventually be

used to draw the actual projective objects that the user manipulates in the work area.

PGComp is a subclass of the GraphicComp class and encapsulates the behavior com-

mon to projective lines and projective points. This behavior includes dealing with homo-

geneous coordinates and incidence information. The most important extensions are in the

Interpret and Uninterpret methods. These methods deal with commands, speciflcally

the PGMoueCmd and the PGlocusCmd. These commands are discussed in Section 6.3.3.

Another area where the GraphicComp class needs to be extended is that of exter-

nal representations. Since we are now tracking homogeneous coordinates and incidence

information, this information must be read from and written to save flles. Thus the

default Read and 'Write methods are overridden to store this information. Note that

these methods call the respective methods in the GraphicComp class, so that the original

behavior is maintained.

Figure 6.5 shows some of the new methods added in the PGComp class. The GetH-

coord method returns the position of the projective object as a homogeneous coordinate
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class PGComp {
Hcoord xGetHcoordO;

void Addlntersection(PGComp x) ;

void Removelntersection(PGComp x) ;

bool-ean Intersects(PGComp x) ;

boolean IsSibling(PGComp x) ;

PGConplexlist *GetPGComplexlist (IntCoord, IntCoord,

Viewer x);

);

Figure 6.5: PGComp extension interface.

triple. Since the GraphicComp class (and therefore the PGComp class) has its informa-

tion stored in a Graphic, this method simply returns the Hcoord of its PGGraphic. The

next four methods deal with the incidence information stored with each PGComp object

in its associated Intersection object. Addlntersection and Removelntersection add

and remove other objects from an PGComp's Intersection object. Intersects returns

true if its argument is incident with its PGComp object, fa,lse otherwise. IsSibling re-

turns true if its argument is incident on any object which is incident with its PGComp

object, fa,lse otherwise.

Finaliy, calling GetPGComplexlist on an object computes a PGComplexlist that

will animate the construction, with that object being grasped by the user. The arguments

are the viewer coordinates where the mouse button was pressed and the viewer the mouse

was in at the time. The algorithm used to compute the PGComplexlist will be discussed

later in this chapter.
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The PGComp class is a superclass for PGli,neComp and PGPoi,ntComp. These classes

add little functionality to the hierarchy. Their main purpose is simply to distinguish ünes

from points. This is done with the GetClassld method.

PGVi'ew is a subclass of the GraphicVieu class and encapsulates the behavior com-

mon to projective ünes and projective points as they appear in the application's work

area. The most important extensions are in the CreateManipulator and Interprer-

Manipulator methods. These methods deal with tools, specifically the PGCompTool

and the PGMoueTool, discussed in Section 6.3.3. The primary reason for overriding the

default actions of these methods in the GraphicView class is because projective objects

can have complicated incidence structures associated with them, requiring the use of a

PGComplexlist instead of a simple Rubberband. Another reason is that the positions of

projective objects are stored in homogeneous coordinates, not the cartesian coordinates

of Unidraw.

Another important point of extension is in the Update method. This method is

intended to update a ComponentView when the view's Component is changed. In the

planar projective geometry domain, the main extension is to update a PGView's homo-

geneous coordinates when the coordinates of its PGComp change. Also, the user has

several diferent options on how he or she wishes to view the work area (see Section Z).

These options affect how a PGView is updated from its PGComp. For example, if the

Visual view mode is selected, the PGView's colour is determined from that of its PG-

Comp. If Structure view mode is selected, and Determined movement is selected, then

the PGView's colout is determined from the mobility (fixed or floating) of its PGComp.

PGView is a superclass for the PGLi,neVi,ew and PGPoi,ntVi,ew classes. As with the

the PGComp hierarchy, all of the behavior common to both projective Iines and points

is performed in the parent class, while PGlineView and PGPointView exist primarily to

distinguish between lines and points. This is again performed by the GetClassld method.

Since the PGView hierarchy is responsible for the user's view of the projective objects,
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these classes also ensure that projective lines appear as lines and projective points appear

as points. This is performed in three different methods. First, the CreateHandles

method (inherited from the GraphicView class) is called to create a Rubberband that,

when displayed, will highüght a selected view. Second, the PrintView class is called to

generate a PostScript representation of a projective object. Third, the CopyPGGraphic

method is called (indirectly) by the PGView::Update method, and returns a copy of a

PGGraphic object, which is either a PGLine or a PGPoint.

The PGCornps class is a subclass of Graphi,cComps. It was derived to extend the

Read and Write methods. This was done to facilitate special processing needed when

reading and writing incidence information from the save fiIe.

The PGVietrer class is a subclass of Viewen It was derived for two pnrposes. First,

the default Unidraw method for zooming and panning assumes a finite work area. The

projective plane, however, is infrnite. Thus, the zooming and panning behavior was

modified to implement the operation mentioned in 2.I2.2. Second, since the visualization

of a homogeneous coordinate triple depends on the current view of the projective plane,

the PGViewer class implements the methods GetPoint and Getline that return the

(cartesian) coordinates of points and lines in the work area, given their homogeneous

coordinates.

There are five classes added to the Rubberband hierarchy. PGLineSelect and PG-

PointSelect are the Rubberbands created by the CreateHandles methods described above

to implement highlighting. With the default Unidraw objects, this Rubberband is a se-

ries of 'handles' around the periphery of the objects. With the points and infinitely long

lines of the projective plane, this model doesn't work very well. Instead, we implemented

highìighting by drawing noticeably thick borders around highlighted objects.

Note that classes used for highlighting, even- though they are derived from the Rub-

berband class, aten't used for animating. The PGRubberli,ne and PGRubberPoinú classes

implement the animation of projective lines and points. There are three new methods
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introduced with these two classes. HardDraw draws the object without checking or

updating the Rubberband's internal -drawn flag. This is used to erase objects at the

beginning of an animation. (The Rubberband Erase method works in the same way, but

it sets the internal -drawn flag to false afterwards.)

Animated PGRubber objects can work in locus mode where, in the process of anima-

tion, the object leave a trail of its past positions. This is useful for observing the conic

sections induced by certain projectivities. The Setlocus and GetLocus methods provide

access to a PGRubber object's internal locus flag.

The PGComplenfuubber class is used to control the animation of several objects at

once using PGComplexÛlem objects discussed later in this chapter. It is passed a PG-

Complexlist object which is a list of PGCompiexElem objects. The Draw, Erase and

Track methods of a PGComplexRubber simply iterate through this list and call the cor-

responding method on each PGComplexElem.

6.3.2 New Classes

The Hcoord class is used to represent homogeneous coordinates. It has methods for

accessing the three components of a homogeneous coordinate and performing dot and

cross product operations, as well as methods for interfacing to the two-dimensional realm

of Unidraw. The public interface to the Hcoord class is given in Figure 6.6.

An Hcoord object can be initialized to zero or to a specific homogeneous coordinate.

It is also possible to initialize an Hcoord to represent a given line or point in a given

Viewer. The SetCoords and GetCoords methods can also be used to access the three

homogeneous coordinate components of an existing Hcoord object.

Because we are working in a two-dimensional windowing environment, we occasion-

ally need to convert from three-dimensional homogeneous coordinates to two-dimensional

screen coordinates. This is performed using the visualization model described in Sec-

tion 2.72.2. Since this model depends on the position of a viewing plane, each Hcoord ob-
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class Hcoord {
HcoordO;

Hcoord(double, double, double) ;

Hcoord(Hcoord x);

Hcoord(IntCoord, IntCoord, Viewer x) ;

Hcoord(IntCoord, Viewer x) ;

void SetCoords(double, double, double) ;

void GetCoords(double &, double &, doubLe &);

void CondSetVie¡,rer(Vier¡er *) ;

Viewer xGetViewerO;

double DotProduct(Hcoord &) ;

Hcoord CrossProduct(Hcoord &) ;

Hcoord ScalarMult (double) ;

Hcoord VectorAdd(Hcoord &) ;

Hcoord NormalizeO;

boolea¡ IsEqual(Hcoord &) ;

void RandomO;

boolea¡ Getline(double &, double &, double &, double &);

boolea¡ GetPoint(double &, double &);

Figure 6.6: Hcoord public interface.
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ject that will be displayed contains a pointer to the Viewer object that it will be displayed

on. This Viewer object will contain information and methods to implement the visual-

ization model. This pointer can be accessed by using the Hcoord's CondSetViewer and

GetViewer methods. (Note that having this pointer stored in every Hcoord object is

not an optimal solution; however, it is necessary due to limitations imposed by Unidraw.)

The DotProduct and CrossProduct methods implement the dot product and cross

product operations from linear algebra. ScalarMult and VectorAdd wilt perform scalar

multiplication and vector addition, respectiveiy. The Normalize method multipìies the

three floating point components by a scalar so that the vector has length one. This is done

because operations like CrossProduct can cause the homogeneous coordinate components

to increase exponentially, and eventually cause overflows. Thus, applying Normalize on

a regular basis helps to minimize this problem.

The IsEqual method returns true if its object and argument are the same homoge-

neous coordinate. If the two triples are not exactly equal, this involves trying to show

that one is a scalar multipie of the other. The Random method redefines its object to

be a random homogeneous coordinate.

The Getline and GetPoint methods return the screen coordinates of this Hcoord

as a line and a point respectively. These are primarily convenience functions, since they

call their respective methods in the Hcoord's Viewer.

In Chapter 5 we represented the change in a homogeneous coordinate as a linear

function of three variables, r,y and z. In theimplementation this concept is represented

by the Delta class. This class represents the change in a homogeneous coordinate triple

by three linear tetms, one for each of the three floating point values of the coordinate.

The linear terms are represented by objects of the Dcoord class. In the Dcoord class, a

Iinear term of the variables r, U and z is given as a triple of floating point values, where

each value is the coefficient of one of the variables.

For example, suppose we had 6 - (rp * sß I ttzrrzr * szA I t2z,rsr I sey * tzz).
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class Detta {
DeltaO;

Delta(Dcoord &, Dcoord &, Dcoord &);

void GetCoords(Dcoord &, Dcoord &, Dcoord &);

Del-ta CrossProduct(Hcoord &) ;

Dcoord DotProduct(Hcoord &) ;

Delta Scal-arMult (double) ;

Del-ta VectorAdd(Detta &) ;

Ì.J'

Figure 6.7: Delta publ-ic interface.

This would be represented as a Delta object D(dr,dz,dt).The three Dcoord components

would be da(r1,sr,fr) , dz(rz,sz,tz) and d3(r3,se,ús).

The public interface for the Delta class is shown in Figure 6.7. (The Dcoord interface

isn't shown because it is essentially equivalent to the Hcoord class). This class also

contains methods for performing linear algebra operations, a,lso as in the Hcoord class.

The incidence information for a PGComp is maintained by an Intersectionobject as-

sociated with that PGComp object. The Intersection object is simply a list of other PG-

Comp objects incident with that PGComp object. This list is derived from the Unidraw

Ulist class. Its interface is shown in Figure 6.8

The Append, Remove and IsMember methods are self-explanatory. For iterating

through the list of incident objects, the Intersection class uses the Unidraw lterator

interface. To start at the beginning of the list, call the First method with the Iterator to

use. To advance to the next object in the list, call the Next method. The Done method

tests if an Iterator has passed the end of the list. Finally, the GetAdj method returns

the PGComp object that the Iterator is currently pointing to.
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class ïntersection : public Ulist
public:

IntersectionO ;

virtual -fntersectionO 
;

void Append(PGComp x);

void Renove(PGComp x);

boolean IsMember(PGComp x) ;

void First(Iterator &) ;

void Next(Iterator &);

boolean Done(Iterator ) ;
PGComp xGetAdj (Iterator );

Ì;

Figure 6.8: Intersection pubJic interface.
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class HTransformer {
HTra¡sformerO;

Hcoord Transform(Hcoord x) ;

Hcoord InvTransform(Hcoord x) ;

void AdjustPhi(double) ;

void AdjustTheta(double) ;

void AdjustScale(double) ;

double GetScal-eO;

Ì.

Figure 6.9: The HTransformer public interface.

The visualization model used in this implementation, as mentioned in Section 2.72.2,

involves a viewing plane that can be rotated around the origin to view different parts ofthe

drawing (i.e. panning). In fact, in this implementation the viewing plane is not rotated,

but instead the three-dimensional Euclidean lines and planes that represent the drawing

are rotated. This rotation is performed by three-dimensional matrix multiplication on

the homogeneous coordinates of the objects being drawn. As well, the size of the drawing

on the viewing plane can be modified by a scaling factor. These operations are performed

by the HTransformer class. The public interface to the HTransformer class is shown in

Figure 6.9.

Each PGViewer has a HTransformer object, which is used to transform homogeneous

coordinates before being displayed in the PGViewer, and to inversely transform homoge-

neous coordinates that are obtained from the mouse in the PGViewer. Each HTransformer

object is initia.lized to the identity transformation. That is, it will not transform or scale

the homogeneous coordinates of objects being drawn. To introduce a transformation,

one of the Adjust methods can be called. The AdjustPhi and AdjustTheta methods

callse a rotation around the r and E axes, respectively. The AdjustScale method mul-
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tiplies the scaling factor, initially one, by its argument. Calling the Transform method

with an Hcoord object multipJìes the homogeneous coordinate by the transformation ma-

trix and multiplies the third component of the homogeneous coordinate by the scaling

factor. Calling the InvTransform method with an Hcoord object performs the reverse

procedure on that Hcoord.

Moving an object in a projective drawing is more complicated than with a more

familiar drawing application, because the incidence structure must be maintained at all

times. As a result, grasping and moving one object may necessitate the simultaneous

movement of several objects. While this problem was discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, here

we discuss the classes used in solving this problem. These are the PGComplenElem class

hierarchy and the Tracki,ng class hierarchy, introduced in Section 6.1.3. The interfaces

are given in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11.

The PGComplexElem class is an abstract class, and as such cannot be instantiated.

It is instead used as a superclass for other classes, PGComplerPoint and PGComplexline.

Objects instantiated from these subclasses will perform the actual animation of lines and

points.

These subclasses can be instantiated in two ways, as is indicated by the existence of

two constructors in the parent class. The first way is for objects which are grasped by

the user. There will only be one of these at any one time. In this case, the object can

be initialized with an optionai Tracking object. This indicates that the users movements

must be constrained with another object, whose position wili be given by the optional

Tracking object. The second way to instantiate a PGComplexÐiem subclass is when it's

position does not dírectly depend on the mouse movement. In this case, a Tracking object

mustbe supplied to the constructor. Whenever the object is to move, the Tracking object

will be consulted to ûnd the new position of the obiect.

It should be mentioned that most of the methods of this class are pure virtual functions

which are not implemented in the abstract class. When we speak of the behavior of the
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class PGComplexElem {
public:

virtual CLassld GetClassIdO = 0;

virtual void DrawO = 0;

virtual void HardDrawO = g'

virtual void EraseO = 0;

virtual- void Track(fntCoord x, IntCoord y) = O;

virtual PGConplexElem * CreateShadow(Viewer *v,

boolean duality) = 0;

virtual- void SetComp(PGComp *c);

virtual PGConp xGetCompO ;

virtual Hcoord xGetHcoordO ;

void Setlocus(boolearr = false);

void SetDelta(Delta x) ;

Delta *GetDe1taO;

void ComputeDeltaO;

protected:

PGComplexElem(Hcoo¡d x,Viewer *, Tracking x = nil);
PGConplexEl-en(Viewer *, Hcoord x, Tracking x) ;

Ì;

Figure 6.10: The PGComplexElem interface.
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class Tracking {
public:

virtual -trackingO;

virtual void TrackHcoordO ;

virtual void ComputeDeltaO ;

void SetDelta(De1ta x) ;

Delta xGetDeltaO;

Hcoord *GetHcoordO;

protected:

Tracking(Hcoord x);

Ì;

Figure 6.11: The Tracking interface.
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PGComplexElem class or objects instantiated from it, we are in fact speaking of the

behavior of its subclasses.

The Draw and Erase methods respectively draw and erase the object. The Hard-

Draw method will draw the object even if it is already drawn. This was necessary

because Unidraw doesn't erase objects when it starts an animation, so calling HardDraw

at the beginning of an animation effectively erases it. Since PGCompiexElem objects

use Rubberbands for the animation, these drawing methods simply call the correspond-

ing methods on the Rubberband object that is controlled by the PGComplexElem. The

Tback method updates the position of the object to reflect movement of the mouse and/or

constraining objects. This method is passed the current position of the mouse pointer.

This position is only used if this object is grasped by the user. Otherwise, the Tracking

object is consulted to find the next position of the object.

So far we have only discussed animating objects on the same Viewer in which they

are being moved. Occasionally we want to animate the movement of an object on more

than one Viewer. These shadow objects mimic the movement of theft subjecús on other

Viewers. The CreateShadow method creates a shadow of the object on which it was

called. The parameters include the Viewer on which the shadow is to be animated, and

a boolean flag indicating whether or not a dual shadow is to be created.

When moving an object on the screen, the Unidraw system only keeps track of the

object that was grasped. If other objects move as a result of the tool being wielded, we

must keep track of those other objects. Therefore, each PGComplexElem has an internal

pointer which points to the Component it is animating. The SetComp and GetComp

methods provide access to this pointer. The GetHcoord method returns the object's

current position. This is used when the movement is flnished and the PGMoveCmd is

constructed to enforce the movement on the constructions components. The Setlocus

method calls Setlocus on the PGComplexElem's PGRubber object.

The algorithm for forcing incidences in Section 5.2 involves using a determining set in
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much the same v/ay as construction movement with determining sets. That is, assigning a

new position to one object and finding the effects ofposition in the rest ofthe construction.

When forcing incidences, howevet, we are working with the change in position as opposed

to the position. This change in position is represented with objects of the Delta class,

mentioned above.

Because the algorithm's use of determining sets is similar to that of construction

movement, Delta information is included in the PGComplexElem and Tracking hierar-

chy. This includes the methods SetDelta, GetDelta and ComputeDelta. Thus, when

PGComplexElem objects are grouped into a PGComplexlist, the algorithm can find the

resulting change in position of every object in the construction by simply traversing this

list and calling the ComputeDelta method on each object. Note that these three methods

are actually implemented only in the Tracking hierarchy; the methods in the PGCom-

plexElem class are convenience functions that perform operations on a PGComplexElem's

Tracking object, if one has been defined.

The Tracking class is also an abstract class, with a subclass for each type of tracking

that can be performed. The TlackHcoord method is called to compute the next position

of an object. This position is then retrieved by calling the GetHcoord method. The

change in position of the object is computed by calling the ComputeDelta method and

retrieved by calling the GetDelta method. Note that the ComputeDelta method only

has to be implemented for subclasses whose operation is based on determining sets.

Objects of the PGComplexListcIass are used to group all PGComplexElem's required

for a movement. This class contains methods for maintaining and iterating through the

Iist of PGComplexElems. It a,lso has a method ComputeDelta that iterates through

the list, cailing ComputeDelta on each PGComplexplem.

We now discuss classes used in the algorithm that finds determining sets. These classes

were first introduced in Section 6.1.4. The implementation of the algorithm that uses

these classes is discussed in Section 6.3.4. Recall that the algorithm to flnd determining
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sets operates by adding objects to a working set until it is discovered that the working

set is a valid determining set.

The first class we discuss is the PGOInfo class. See Figure 6.12. This class stores

information about projective objects that is only of use to the determining set algorithm.

This information includes the determined status and the incidence information of a pro-

jective object. Note that the incidence information of projective objects (as stored in

PGComp objects) is duplicated in the PGOInfo objects. The construction stored in the

PGComp objects will be duplicated in PGOInfo objects, but in a form more suitable for

the determining set algorithm.

The constructor creates an instance that corresponds to the given PGComp. Once

a PGOInfo has been created for every projective object in the construction, the Ini-
tAdjlist method is called on every PGOInfo. This method initializes the incidence

information in the PGOInfo. Since the incidence information is in terms of PGOInfo

objects, this operation cannot be performed in the constructor, when not ali projective

objects may have been assigned PGOInfo objects. Thus this operation is performed in a

separate method, after all PGOInfo objects have been created.

The GetObject method returns the projective object (a PGComp) that corresponds

to the PGOInfo object. The GetHcoord method is a convenience function that calls

GetHcoord on this projective object.

The GetDeterminedChildren method searches the objects incident with this

PGOInfo object for PGOInfo objects that are determined. Only the first three such

objects are returned, since if there are three or more such objects, there is an error in the

working set. The CountDeterminedChildren method performs the same search but

only returns the number of such objects found. The Degree method returns the number

of objects incident with this PGOInfo object. Finally, the Removelncidence method

removes an incidence from the incidence information stored with the PGOInfo.

The incidence and determining information is accessed through the public data mem-
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bers -alist and -doinfo respectively. While these data members should perhaps be private

and have public methods available to access them, this was not done to simplify the code

using this class. Since the use of this class is so restricted, this lack of data hiding was

deemed to be permissible.

As well, the class also contains the -mask data member. This member is used to store

special requirements for objects in the determining set. For example, in the incidence

forcing algorithm, we need to find a determining set which contains a point P but not a

line /. Thus the PGoInfo object for / can have its -rnask set to RS-Norndependant. This

will ensure that / will not be in any determining set found.

Next we discuss the DOInfo class, also shown in Figure 6.12. This class, as was

mentioned in Section 6.1.4, is used as a superclass for the classes which indicate the way

in which a PGOInfo object is determined, if it is determined. The three subclasses used

are IndependantDOlnfo, ConstrainedDOlnfo and DeterminedDOlnfo. When a PGOInfo

object is first created, its -doinfo data member is set to ni1. When it becomes determined,

-doinfo is set to point to an instance of one of these three subciasses. The test that is

performed to see if a PGOInfo is determined simply tests if this member is not nit-.

When creating an instance of a DOlnfo subclass, the DOInfo constructor, called by its

subclass constructors, requires three pieces of information. These are the PGOlnfo which

is being determined, the rank at which the PGOInfo is determined, and any objects

used to determine the PGOInfo. The GetStatus method is used to find out how an

object is determined. It returns a value of the enumerated type Objectstatus. This

enumerated type contains only three values: ObStatjndepend.ant, ObStat-constrained

and 0bStat-determined.

The Backtack method undetermines the object determined by this DOInfo. This

simply involves setting the associated PGOInfo's -doinfo pointer to niI. Finally, the

BuildPGComplexElem method creates an instance of PGComplexElem that corre-

sponds to this determined obiect.
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cl-ass PG0Info {
public:

PGOInfo(PGConp xo);

void InitAdjListO;
PGComp xGetflbjectO;

Hcoord xGetHcoordO;

void GetDeterminedChildren(PG0Info x&,PGOInfo *&,

PGOInfo x&);

ínt CountDeterminedChildren ( ) ;

int DegreeO;

void Removelncidence(PG0Info xi) ;

PGOInfo xx-alist;
DOïnfo x-doinfo;

ReserveStatus _mask;

Ì.

class D0Info {
public:

D0Info(Pc0fnfo x, int = O, PG0fnfo x= nif, PGOInfo x= nif);
virtual D0Info xCopyO = 0;

virtual ObjectStatus GetStatusO = 9.

void BackTrackO;

virtual PGComplexElem xBuildPGComplexElem(Viewer *v) = O.

Ì;

94

Figure 6.12: PGOInfo and DOInfo pubJic interfaces.
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cJ_ass SIInro t
public:

BTInfoO;
-BTInfoO;

void First(Iterator &i) ;

void Last(Iterator &i) ;

void Next(fterator &i) ;

void Prev(Iterator &i) ;

boolean Done(Iterator i) ;

D0fnfo xGetlnfo(Iterator i) ;

BTInfo *CopyO;

PG0Info xBackTrackO;

void Fix0bject(PGOInfo xobjecr) ;

void Constrain0bject(PGOInfo xobject, PGOInfo *constraining) ;

void Deternine0bject(PG0Info xobject, PG0Info x¡s¡1,

PG0Info xref2);

);

Figure 6.13: BTInfo pubJic interface.
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We now discuss the BTInfo class, shownin Figure 6.13. An object of this class, as we

know from Section 6.1.4, represents one projective object in the working set, and a list

of projective objects that can be immediately determined from it. To add an object to

the working set, we create a BTInfo object and call either its FixObject method or its

ConstrainObject method. Recall that a determining set can be either augmented or un-

augmented, depending on whether the objects contained in it are completely independant

or if some are constrained. The FixObject method is used to add an independant object

to the working set, and the ConstrainObject method is used to add a constrained object

to the working set. In both cases, the object to be added to the working set is passed as

a parameter. In the latter case, the constraining object is also passed. These methods

not only store the working set object in the BTInfo, but also assign it a DOInfo object.

This class has six iterator-based methods for maintaining a list of DOInfo objects.

Objects are determined by calling the BTInfo's DetermineObject method and passing

it the object to be determined and the determining objects. This method assigns the

object a DeterminedDOlnfo object, and adds that DeterminedDOlnfo object to the list.

This information is needed, among other things, for the BackTlack method. This

method calls BackTrack on each DOInfo object in the list of DOInfo objects and then

calls BackTrack on the DOInfo object representing the object in the working set. This

method returns the working set object it represented.

The final class we look at in this section is the BTLz'sú class. This class stores BTInfo

objects in a stack-like data structure to support the backtracking algorithm. Usually, only

one BTList object exists at a time. Once a BTInfo object has been created (indicating an

object in the working set) it is pushed onto the BTList. To perform a backtrack, a BTInfo

is popped of the BTList and its BackTrack method is executed. Recall that the BTInfo

BackTrack method returns the PGOInfo corresponding to its working set object. The

algorithm was iterating through the undetermined objects when it selected this object to

add to the working set. Since the BackTrack method returns this object we know where
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class BTList : public Ulist {
public:

BTList(BTInto xi = nil);
virtual -BTListO;

BTInfo xnopO;

void Push(BTInfo xi);
BTList *CopyO;

L.
J,

Figure 6.14: BTList public interface.

to resume the iteration after a backtrack. Thus we know we will select a different obìect

than the one which caused the backtrack.

6.3.3 New Tool and Command Subclasses

We will now discuss the subclasses that represent new tools and commands. The PG-

CompTool is used to place new PGComp object in the PGViewer. It was derived from

the NewCompTool class because the default action of the tool included clearing the the

Viewer's Selection and setting it to the grasped object. The PGCompTool allows the user

to select other objects before placing the new object, and thus allow the rapid creation

of constructions as described in Chapter 7.

The PGMoueTooI was derived from the MoueTool class because its default action

is move all selected objects as a block, where as we need to grasp only one object.

The PGMoueCmd was derived from MoueCmdbecause we are representing positions as

homogeneous coordinates instead of cartesian coordinates.

The following Command subclasses are used to implement the new puli-down menu

commands discussed in Chapter 7. The IntersectCmd is used to implement the Inter-
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Eect'ion menu command. It requires that two or more objects of the same type (either

Iines or points). The PGMobilityCmd changes the mobility attribute (fixed or floating) of

PGComp objects. The PGPrintCmd prints the construction in the work area. This was

used instead of the default Unidraw Pri,ntCmd to deal with the different way we use the

work area (i.e. the infinite canvas). The PGDualCmd opens another editor containing

the dual construction. I.e. the roles of lines and points are reversed. The PGStyIeCmd

implements the 5eú Li,ne Endpoznús menu command. The PGForceCmd is used to force

incidences. It requires that the user has selected one üne and one point that are not as

yet incident (at least structurally if not in the visible work area). It then implements the

incidence forcing aJgorithm of Section 5.2. The PGSeparateCmd is used to remove an

incidence between two objects in a construction. It requires that the user has selected

a line and a point which have an incidence between them in the incidence information

maintained by the program. This command then removes this incidence so that, for

example, the line and point can now move of of each other.

The PGLocusCmd changes the locus command is used to turn the locus effect on or off

for selected objects. The PGCollineati,onCmdis used to deflne collineations. In the imple-

mentation of collineation-based movement, the user can define two central collineations,

known as the red and green colJtneations. The central collineations are defined by select-

ing a point (the centre) and a line (the axis). These collineations aïe used to determine

the movement of the construction when an object is moved. This command operates as

a toggle. Thus, any selected object that is part of a collineation is removed from that

collineation, and vice versa.

6.3.4 fmplementation of Algorithms

We now discuss the implementation of the algorithms introduced earlier in this thesis.

These include the algorithm to find determining sets and the algorithm to force incidences.
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Determining Set Algorithm

The determining set algorithm requires the objects of a projective construction to be in a

form which can be iterated. Thus the first step is to create an array of PGOInfo objects

which contains the same incidence information as the projective construction. We do this

by performing a breadth-first traversal of the projective construction. For each objeci

visited we create a PGOInfo object. The PGOInfo objects are added to the array in the

order their PGComps are visited. After the array is completed, the incidence information

is copied from the PGComp objects. As well, PGComp objects that are flxed (indicating

they are to be in the determining set) have their PGOInfo objects determined with an

IndependentDOlnfo object.

Next the array is checked to make sure that the fixed objects do not induce any

conflicts, thereby making it impossible to frnd a determining set.

We now implement the algorithm of Section 3.4. The implementation uses a BTInfo

object as the stack Q, and the array of PGOInfo objects as the object set E. The algorithm

consists of two steps in a loop. The first step adds an object to the working set. The

object added is chosen by calling the function PickFix. This function iterates through

the array (possibly from a given starting point) and returns the first undetermined object

it finds that is not immediately adjacent to any other determined objects.

If no such object is found, the function returns niI. In this case, the algorithm calls

the function PickConstrain to try to select a constrained object to add to the working

set. This function performs a search similar to that of the PickFix function, except that

it looks for undetermined objects that are adjacent to exactly one determined object. If
no such object is found, the function returns niI.

If no object can be found to add to the working set, a backtrack is performed. We

again attempt to frnd a ne\M working set object. We loop until either a new working set

object is found, or until the stack (BTList) is exhausted. In the latter case, there is no

determining set and the algorithms exits.
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The second step in the loop creates a BTInfo object for the new working set object.

Then the DetermineObjects function is called. This function willfind all undetermined

objects that can now be determined, and appends them to the ljst maintained by the

BTInfo object. The function uses a nested loop. The inner loop iterates through the

object array, calling GetDeterminedChildren on each PGOInfo in the array. If an

object has two determined children, it is determined using the BTInfo's DetermineObject

method. If it has three determined children, there is a conflict in the working set and the

function returns with an error condition. The algorithm now knows that it must perform

a backtrack and try again. The outer loop continues until the inner loop fails to find any

new determined objects, after which it returns normally.

If the array still contains undetermined objects we look for another working set object.

Otherwise we have found a valid determining set. In this case, the algorithm orders the

PGOInfo array on the rank of determination, and returns this array.

Recall that the BackTrack method on a BTInfo object returns its working set object.

Thus, when searching for a working set object after a backtrack, we know where to start

the search.

Forced Incidence Algorithm

Section 5.2 includes an algorithm for forcing an incidence between two projective objects,

a point P and a ljne /. To do this, we need a determining set containing P but not /.

This is done as in the previous section.

The determining set is then converted to a PGComplexlist. Recall that PGComplex-

Elem objects contain Delta objects which are used in the incidence forcing algorithms.

This conversion is performed by running through the ordered array returned by the de-

termining set algorithm, and for each PGOInfo object, calling the BuildPGComplexþlem

method on its DOInfo object. The resulting PGComplexElem objects are added to the

PGComplexlist. Finally, the Delta object belonging to P's PGComplexElem is set to
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(*,9,").Note that the default value for a Delta object is (0,0,0).

Recall that the algorithm consists of a loop which runs as long as P .l is not close to

zero. The first step in the loop is to compute the Delta's of all objects in the construction.

This is done by calling the ComputeDelta method on the PGComplexlist.

The next step in the loop is to find the constraining equation. This equation is of

the form I ' P + I ' 6p * 6¡ . P - rr ! sy t tz I c = 0. Recall from our discussion of the

Dcoord and Delta classes that the Delta class has a DotProduct method that operates

on an Hcoord object. This methodis used to calculate I.6pt6¡-P = rxlsy *fz. Note

that this method returns a Dcoord object, since the result is alinear termin r,y and z.

The constant term c is computed using the Hcoord DotProduct method.

Next we solve the constraining equation. This is done using the last technique of Sec-

tion 5.2.1. The result is afloating point triple (r,A,") which we add to the homogeneous

coordinates of P. We now recompute the Delta's of the PGComplexlist. This operation

has the side effect of recalculating the positions of the constructions objects. The ioop

then tests l.P, and. if it is not close enough to zero, we repeat the loop. Otherwise, we

apply the movement to the construction and denote P as being incident with /.

Note that there is a safety counter in the loop test to guard against pathological cases

that cause the algorithm to fall into a near-infinite loop. After the loop has iterated a

fixed number of times (30), the algorithm exits. The movement found for P is applied,

but the incidence information is not uodated.

Algorithms for Collineations

Collineations are used to implement another form of object movement. See Section 4.2.

Once the user has defined two central collineations, any object in the construction, which

is not part of a collineation, can be moved by the user. The collineations will then be

consulted to determine the movement of the rest of the construction.
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Note that it is possible to find matrices that represent collineations. Multiplying

the homogeneous coordinates of objects in the plane by such a matrix will perform the

transformation of the collineation on the plane. However, when using colLineations for

movement as we do, this would require that the matrix be recalculated and re-applied

for each step in the movement. Therefore, the more efficient (but somewhat ineiegant)

method described in this section is used instead.

Consider the case where only one collineation is deflned, say a homology with centre

V and axis /. See Figure 6.15. In this case the movement of the construction is quite

restricted. Suppose we grasp a point P and wish to move it. Any valid (V, /) collineation

will move P along a flxed line r¿ that passes through V and P. If we find the line

containing V and the original position of P, any (V, /) cotlineation wiil move P along this

line.

When creating PGComplexElem objects to perform a movement, we know that we

can constrain the grasped object to always be incident with another object ofthe opposite

type. I.e. we can specify a line that the grasped point P will always be incident with. No

matter where the user tries to move the point, it will always slidealong the constraining

line. Thus we can use this technique to implement moving a single object under one

collineation.

Consider the case where we have another point ,9. See Figure 6.15. When the user

grasps and moves P, we are actually flnding the collineation that performs the movement

that the user desires. Since this collineation affects every object in the plane, it will

affect .9. To find this effect, we notice two key incidences that must be maintained by the

collineation. First, just as with P, there is a frxed line n through V and ,1 with which ,5

must always be incident. Second, the line through P and 5 intersects / at a flxed point ?.

The line P,5 must always pass through ?, so when P is moved, 5 must move accordingly.

The position of ^1 can be found by calculating (P x ?) x z for any given P.

With these two constraints we can find the effect of the collineation on anv point in
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Figure 6.15: Finding the effects of a Collineation.

the plane that is not P and not on / (because they are fixed). Also, the point cannot be

or: n'1. This is because the line P,9 will not move if 5 is on rn and P moves along rn.

Suppose that we now add a line k to our construction, such that k passes through 
^9.

Notice that k intersects / in a (fixed) point [/. Using the technique described above, we

can find the effect on ,9 of any collineation that moves P. Since ^9 and I/ both lie on k,

we can find the position of fr by calculating ((P x T) x n) x [/ for any given P.

If we are given a line k and we want to know how a collineation will affect it, we can

reuerse-engineer this process. That is, given a Jine k, flnd I/ and choose a random point

5 on k. Then we flnd the effect of P on ,5. As we have just seen, this can be used to find

the effect of P on k.

At this point, we can flnd the effect of a collineation on a point, say ,5, which is not

on the line rn (5), and the effect of a collineation on a l-ine, say k. We now describe a

method for flnding the effect of the collineation on a point which is on the line rn. Let 5/

be this point. The approach we use is similar to the one used above. We find an arbitrary

line k that passes through 5' and use the above technique to find the effect of moving P

on k. Since ^9' is at the intersection of k and m, its position is easily found by calculating

(((P x T) x n) x U) x m for any given P.
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We can use the above constructions to implement transformation by a single col-

lineation. To do this, we derive Traclcing subclasses for each of the three possible cases.

These objects do not actually draw the i,ntermediate objects that are used in the con-

struction, but instead just work with their homogeneous coordinates.

When these objects are created, they initia)ìze themselves with the information they

need to track the movement of any other point or line based on the movement of the

grasped point. For example, an object for the first and simplest case finds the homoge-

neous coordinates of the line P,9 and then of ?. It also finds the homogeneous coordinates

of the lìne n. It stores T, n and a pointer to P internally. Whenever the TlackHcoord

method is called on that object, the expression (7 x P) x n is evaluated to flnd the new

position of ^9 for any position of P.

Notice that we have so far oniy considered the case where the user grasps a point. If
the user grasps aline, we simply reverse the roles of lines and points in the constructions,

and rely on the principle of duality to ensure success.

Notice also that we have so far only worked with one collineation. Using two col-

Iineations we are not as restricted in the movement of the grasped point. Suppose we

have the centres and axes of two collineation., (% /) and (V' ,l'). See Figure 6.16. If
the user grasps the point P and moves it to Pt, we can flnd a point Ptt that is at the

intersection of lines VP and I//P/. This is apoint onVP where a(V,l) colLineation could

have moved P. We can now frnd a (V',1') collineation that moves P" to P/. Thus we

can find two collineations which, when appüed in sequence, move P to Pt. We now apply

these same collineations to the rest of the plane.

There is an important difference in the operations of the methods of object movement

described in this chapter. Determining sets are used to find the movements needed to

maintain the incidence structure of a construction. Thus sorne of the objects in the plane

are moved. With coilineations, we find a transformation of the entire plane, or all of the

objects in the plane, that produces the desired effect.
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Figure 6.16: Moving a point with two Collineations.

Object Movement Algorithms

We can now unify the previous sections to describe what happens when the user activates

a PGMoveTooI on an object in the work area. The PGView CreateManipulator method

calls GetPGComplexlist on the the PGComp that the tool was clicked on. This method

decides whether determining set movement or collineation-based movement is in effect,

and calls either GetDetPGComplexlist or GetColPGComplexlist respectively. A PG-

ComplexRubber object is created with this PGComplexlist and the PGComplexRubber

is used to create a DragManipulator. This manipulator is returned from the method.

We now discuss the way PGComplexlists are created. The GetDetPGComplexlist

function first determines if the construction is a (3,3)-configuration. If this is not the

case, then the construction has a determining set. We call the determining set algorithm

and build a PGComplexlist from the determining set.

ff this is a (3,3)-conflguration, the construction has no determining set, and we must

use the technique of Section 5.3 to move the construction. Notice that we only deal

with (3,3)-configurations here. This is because they are the simplest constructions that

,'/f
,'lr

\-* /---{l
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have no determining set, and therefore the simplest constructions with which we can

test our technique. While it may be possible to extend the technique for more complex

conflgurations, here it is specialized for the case of (3,3)-configurations.

The flrst step is to convert the construction to an array of PGOInfo objects, just as

before. We then select an incidence to cut. To select the incidence, we flrst look for an

object that is not fixed or adjacent to a fixed object. Then we select an incidence of that

object that is as close to the end of the array as possible. This incidence is cut in the

PGOInfo array.

We then flnd a determining set for the simplified construction and build a PGCom-

plexlist of the determining set. To this list we add the information about the incidence

that was cut. This information will be used by the Track method of the PGComplexRub-

ber to cali the incidence forcing algorithm for each step of the movement.

The GetColPGComplexlist function finds a PGComplexlist that will move the con-

struction using collineation-based movement. It first finds the objects that make up the

centres and axes of the collineations. Then it creates a PGComplexElem for the grasped

object. It then loops through all (non-flxed) objects in the construction. For each object

it creates a Tracking object and a PGComplexElem object. Recail that there are three

different Tracking subclasses used with collineation-based movement. The decision of

which one to instantiate for an object is based on its relationship to the grasped object.

For example, if the grasped object is a point and we are creating a Tracking object for a

line, we create an instance of the second collineation Tracking subclass.

The PGComplexElem objects are combined into a PGComplexlist, which is returned.

6.3.5 AlgorithmComplexity

We will now say a few words on the complexities of the algorithms discussed in the last

section. These algorithms all have their complexities based on n, the number of objects

in the construction. The determining set algorithm, since it is a backtracking algorithm,
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is exponential in n. The incidence forcing algorithm iterates until the desired incidence is

achieved, up to a maximum iteration count. Each iteration involves one iteration through

the PGComplexlist, performing a cross product for each element in the list. Each cross

product operation requires nine floating point operations. Thus each iteration requires

9n operations and is O(n). Since the iteration limit of the algorithm is 30, it requires at

most 30.9n operations, and is therefore O(").

The object movement algorithm (once the PGComplexlist is found) runs as long as

the user wields the PGMoveTool. The complexity of each step in the movement depends

on whether determining set or collineation-based movement is used, and whether or not

the construction is a (3,3)-configuration. For the simplest case, the construction is not a

(3,3)-conflguration and determining set movement is used. Each step in the movement

simply involves iterating through the PGComplexlist and compuiing the positions of

objects using the cross product operation. Thus, as above, this step requires 9n operations

and is O(").

If the construction is a (3,3)-configuration, then after iterating through the PGCom-

plexlist, the incidence forcing algorithm is called. Thus every step in the movement

now requires several runs through the PGComplexlist. The number of times the list is

iterated is still bounded by a constant, so the algorithm is still O(").

For collineation-based movement, each object requires at most f.ve cross products to

be computed, or 45 floating point operations. Thus each movement step requires 45n

steps and is O(z).

LA7
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ï.Jser Guide

We will now discuss how a user uses the application to create and modify constructions

in the projective plane. The main screen layout for the progïam is shown in Figure 6.4.

There is a menu/status bar at the top of the window, a series of control panels on the

right side, and a panningfzooming control in the iower right corner. The status bar

contains status indicators for the file name of the current construction, its modifications

status, and a colour/brush indicator showing the colour and brush that new objects will

be drawn with. The iarge central area is the main drawing area. This is where the

construction currently being edited is visible, and where the user manipulates objects in

the construction. We now discuss the lavout in detail.

7.L Menus

The program has six menus along the top of the window. They are the File, Edit, Special,

Colour, Brush, and Points menus. These menus contain commands that are executed by

activating the desired menu with the mouse and then selecting the proper command from

that menu.

The following commands are available under the File menu. Iy'et¿ clears the current
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construction from memory and allows the user to create a new construction. Open all.ows

the user to load in a construction that was saved to a file. ,Saae allows the user to save

a construction as a frIe. Prinf allows the user to generate a PostScript representation of

the contents of the drawing area, øs it currently appears. This representation can either

be saved as a file or printed on a PostScript printer. Quit extts the program. Disptay

Dual opens another editor that displays the dual of the construction currently being

manipulated. The editor implements the dual correlation described in Section 2.10. This

dual editor can be used to create new Lines and points as well as to move objects. When

both editors are visible at the same time, any change in one is immediately seen in its

dua,l. Note that some of the menu commands are not available in the dual editor window.

The following commands are available under the Edi,t meml. (Jndoreverces the effect

of the last command. Redo reverses the effect of the last Undo command, essentialJ.y

redoing an undone command. The program maintains a list of the last 20 commands

executed, allowing the user to undo the last 20 operations performed. These include menu

commands as well as operations performed with tools (see below). Using the Undo and

Redo commands, the user can move backwards and forwards through this list. However,

as soon as a new command is executed, all subsequent commands are deleted. Delete

deletes the objects in the selection.

The Inci'dence merú). contains commands that are unique to the domain of planar

projective geometry, specifically those that affect incidence structure. Intersectioncreates

points at the intersections pairs of lines and creates lines that connect pairs of points.

The user flrst seiects a set of two or more lines or points (not both), and executes this

command. For example, if n lines are selected, then this command will create points at

the intersections of the (i) pairs of lines that are selected. This commands also updates

the incidence information to indicate that each point created is incident with both of the

Iines deflning it. Note that any point that is already at the intersection of two of the

selected lines will not be created again by this command.
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Fin Mobi,lity and Float Mobi,li,ty are used to alter the mobility of objects. An object's

mobiìity can be either Firedor Floating (the default). Fixing an object's mobility ensures

that it will be in ail determining sets computed for its construction. The effects of this

are discussed in Section 4.1.

In Section 4.2we show how collineation-based movement can be used once the user has

selected the centres and axes of two central collineations. The two central collineations

are known as the red colhneation and the green collineation. To specify a point and a line

to be the centre and axis of the red collineation, the user selects the point and line and

executes the Red Collineation command. These objects then appear in red. Similarly,

to specify the centre and axis of the green collineation, the user executes the Green

Collineati,on command. If only one collineation is defined, the movement performed will

be the more restricted. one-collineation movement.

Force Inci,dence is used to move a point onto a line when both are part of the same

construction. This commands uses the algorithm of Section 5.2. The point and the line

to be forced must be selected before this command is executed. Disconnecú removes an

incidence between a selected iine and a selected point. The objects do not move apart, but

the incidence between them is removed from the incidence structure of the construction.

If part of the construction is moved, the incidence will no longer be maintained.

The Colour and Brush menus are both used to affect the cosmetic appearance of

objects in the construction. The Colour menu is used to either change the colour of

selected objects or to change the colour that all new objects will be created with. The

Brush menu is used to either change the dash pattern and width of selected lines or of

all new lines that will be created.

The Appearance menlJ is used to change the appearance of the objects in the con-

struction. Set Li,ne Endpoi,nts is used to affect the appearance of lines. Occasionally,

especially in complicated and cluttered constructions, it is not necessary to see every line

in its entirety. This command can be used to select two points on such lines that will act
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as endpoints. That is, only the portion of the hne between its endpoints will be visible.

Note that the ideas of between and line segments are not valid in the projective plane;

this operation is only meant to make constructions easier to comprehend or more aes-

thetically pleasing. As such, we use the Buclidean definition of. between on the Euclidean

representation of the projective construction that appears in the drawing window. A line

is drawn as a segment only when both its endpoints are in the drawing window.

The Fálled and Unfilled commands allow points to appear as either filled circles or

hollow circles respectively. This menu is also used to turn locus effects on or off for

objects currently selected. If the locus efect is on for an object, it will leave a trace

during animation when part of the construction is moved.

7.2 Control Panels

Along the right side of the window are three control panels. They are the Tool, View and

Mouement control panels. Each has a number of choices, only one of which is active at

any time. The user can modify the behavior of the program by altering the choice selected

in one of the panels. This is done by activating the desired choice with the mouse.

7.2.L Tþ,e Tool Palette

The TooI panel controls which tool is applied when the left mouse button is pressed in

the main drawing area. The Select tool allows the user to add objects to the program's

selection. The program's selection is used by the user to indicate which objects he or she

would üke to work with. For example, some of the commands perform a specific action

to the objects in the selection. Thus the user uses the selection to specify the objects the

menu command is to work with, and then executes the menu command.

To add an object to the program's selection, move the mouse pointer to the object

to select, and press the left mouse button. When objects are selected, their appearance
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is highlighted. Normally, selecting an object clears the previous selection, so only one

object is selected at a time. If the user holds down the shiftkey on the keyboard while

selecting an object, the previous selection is not cleared. In this way, the user can have

several objects selected at once.

As a shortcut, the right mouse button always implements the select too1. Thus using

the right mouse button in the main drawing area is equivalent to selecting the select tool

in the control panel and using the left mouse button in the main drawing area.

The Moue tool is used to move an object on the main drawing area. This is done by

positioning the mouse pointer over the object to move, activating the tool (by pressing

the left mouse button), moving the object to its new position, and releasing the mouse

button. The object is then redrawn in its new position.

If the object being moved is part of construction, the other objects in the construction

will also be moved to maintain the incidence structure of the construction. The type of

movement to use is specified by the Mouement control panel.

As a shortcut, the middle mouse button always implements the move tool. Thus using

the middle mouse button in the main drawing area is equivalent to selecting the move

tool in the control panei and using the left mouse button in the main drawing area.

The line tool is used to piace projective lines in the main drawing area. To place a

new line in the drawing area, move the mouse pointer to the main drawing area and press

the left mouse button. A horizontal line is drawn through the mouse pointer. Moving

the mouse while holding down the left mouse button moves the line in the drawing area.

Releasing the mouse button places the line in its current position.

Since a ljne is usually defined by two parameters (i.e. two points on the line or

an intercept and a slope), it is difficult to control a line using a single pointing device.

Therefore, we have associated mouse movement to line movement in the following way:

Moving the mouse in the vertical direction will cause the line to move in the vertical

direction. Moving the mouse in the horizontal direction will cause the üne to rotate
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about a point in the centre of the drawing window. This is somewhat analogous to

defining the line movement as a change in intercept and a change in slope. Using these

semantics the line can be placed anywhere in the drawing area.

The final tool is the point tool. It is used to place points in the drawing area in much

the same way that lines are placed using the line tool. Since a point can be controlled

with just one pointing device, the movement semantics for a point are much more straight

forward.

Note that the movement semantics for lines and points are the same for objects that

have just been created and are being placed and for objects that already exist and are

being moved with the MoveTool.

Creating Incidences

Since it is often desired to specify incidences between ünes and points as a construction is

being created, there are some shortcuts that have been implemented to specify incidences

as points and lines are placed.

To indicate that the point being created is to be incident with an existing line, select

the line before placing the point. When the point is moved on the display area, it will

be constrained to the selected line. As well, the incidence information will be updated to

indicate that the newly created point is incident on the selected line.

Suppose that it is desired to create both a üne on an existing point and a point on

the new üne. The line and point can be created at the same time. To do this, select the

existing point that the line is to be incident with. Then create and place the new point

as before. The line connecting the selected and new points will automatically be drawn.

The incidence information will then be updated to indicate that the new üne is incident

with both points.

In fact, when ever one or more points are selected when a point is being placed,
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connecting lines will be drawn between each of the selected points and the point being

placed, and the incidence information will be updated automatically.

For example, to create two points incident on a line, create one of the points us-

ing the point too1, select that point, and then create the second point. A line will be

drawn between the frrst point and the one currently being placed. As well, the incidence

information will be updated to indicate that the Iine is incident on the points.

Analogous incidences can be created when placing lines. That is, having a line selected

while placing a new line will create a point at the intersection of the new and selected

lines. Having a point selected will constrain the new line to be incident with the existing

point.

7.2.2 The View Control Panel

The next control panel controls the view ofthe diagram that appears in the drawing area.

When the Structure view mode is selected, the appearance of the diagram reflects the

fixed objects or collineations defined. Note that the appearance depends on the movement

type currently in efect. If determining set movement is in effect, fixed lines and points

will appear in red. If collineation-based movement is in effect, the centres and axes of the

red and green central collineations will be red and green respectively. AII other lines and

points will appear in biack. Any cosmetic attributes set with the menus (such as colour.

brush style or line endpoints) is ignored.

When the Vi,sual view mode is selected, the cosmetic attributes of objects are used.

Since it is possible to create objects that are invisible in the visual mode, it is usually

best to perform all manipulation in structure mode, and only use visual mode for viewing

or printing.

Note that the view mode is consulted when the Print menu command is executed.

Thus this program can be used to create aesthetically pleasing planar projective geometry
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diagrams on paper. In fact, all planar projective geometry drawings in this thesis were

produced with this program.

7.2.3 The Mouement Control Panel

The next control panel controls the mechanism used to move objects in the diagram. The

two seiections are Deterrnined, which uses the determining set method, and Colli,neation,

which uses the collineation method. These methods are discussed in Chapter 4.

7.3 Fanning and Zooming

In the lower right corner of the window is the panning/zooming control. This allows

the user to alter the viewing transformation that is used in the visualization algorithm

discussed in Section 2.72.2. By using these controls, the user can move the viewing plane

in order to see a different part of the projective plane, or to see a larger portion of the

plane, or to see the plane in greater detail. To perform either panning or zooming, click

the mouse on the appropriate arro"¡/ button.

Another method of panning is to grab the piane and move it. This is done by holding

down the control key and pressing the middle mouse button while the mouse pointer is in

the drawing area. The user can then directly move the plane any way he or she wishes.
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Expeníence with Frograrm

We will now discuss the performance of the application developed for this thesis.

The algorithm that finds a determining set for a construction tries to systematically

add objects to a working set until one of two events occurs: The set is discovered to be a

determining set, or the set is shown to contain conflicts. If the former event occurs, the

algorithm is finished. If the latter event occurs, the algorithms backtracks to the point

where the last object was added, removes it and tries a different object. The backtracks

can in fact cascade and cause more backtracks. Thus the algorithm is potentially very

expensive.

Howevet, since there are, in general, several determining sets that exist for a given

construction, the algorithm usually finds a solution with a minimum of backtracking. For

example, the simplified Desargues' construction (the Desargues' conflguration with one

incidence removed) is one of the most complicated constructions with which the program

has been tested. fn most of the test movements, a determining set was found with two

or fewer backtracks performed, with the rare movement requiring x 20 backtracks. Even

in the latter case, the movement was performed with no noticeable delay for the user.

It should be noted that, after 100 backtrack operations, the algorithm assumes that no

determining set exists and tries to use the algorithm below to move the construction.
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The algorithm that was used to force an incidence between a line and a point uses a

technique that is not guaranteed to find the best solution. In fact, in some pathological

cases, no solution is found, or the solution that is found is a degenerate solution. Degen-

erate solutions collapse one or more lines and one or more points onto each other. Thus,

even though the incidence information maintained by the program is satisfied, all points

and [nes are no longer distinct and the construction becomes invalid.

This algorithm was applied in several different ways to several constructions. The

success ratio of this operation (i.e. the percentage of trials that successfully forced an

incidence) was 97.5 percent. The failures occurred because the algorithm was locked into

a degenerate state before the incidence could be achieved. Of the successful trials, 14.4

percent found a degenerate solution. The average number of iterations required was 3.86.

Figure 8.1 shows how this algorithm was used to complete a 103 configuration [2].

The frgure on the left is the construction before the algorithm was called. The algorithm

was then asked to force the filled point and the dashed iine to be incident. The figure on

the right is the construction after the algorithm finished.

In the process of this experimentation, it was discovered that degenerate solutions can

be avoided by constraining the determining set chosen by the algorithm (see Chapter 4),

or by moving the objects being forced closer together.

The algorithm used to move constructions that have no determining set uses the

algorithm used to force incidences. It operates by moving the construction to the best

of its abilities using only a simplifred determining set, and then calling the incidence

forcing algorithm to keep the construction consistent. Thus it is equivalent to multiple

invocations of the algorithm discussed above, and is subject to the same liabiüties.

It is important to note, however, that each step in the movement is very small, so the

amount the incidence-forcing algorithm must do each time it is called is also relatively

small.

Note also that, because of the interactive and dynamic nature of this operation, quan-
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Figure 8.1: Results of applying the incidence forcing algorithm.

titative results are elusive. We can, however, report that most movements can operate

over a restricted area without entering a degenerate state. Drastic movements do tend

to lead to a degenerate state. As well, once a degenerate state is reached, it is difficult

to return to a non-degenerate state without using the applications Undo feature. For

certain movements, constraining the determining set, as mentioned above, helps to avoid

degenerate states.

The operation of panning is useful for viewing points at infinity. For example, in

Figure 8.2, we have two views of the harmonic conjugate construction. On the left we

see that one of the harmonic conjugate points is off the screen. In fact, it is a point at

infinity. By panning the projective plane, we can move this point into the main viewing

area. Notice that, on the left, the point is at the intersection of two parallel lines. On

the right, the ünes are no longer parallel.
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Figure 8.2: Results of Panning across the Harmonic Conjugate construction.

8.1 Further'Work

In preparing this thesis and the associated implementation, we found several operations

that would be helpful in an application such as this and that could be added to this

implementation to improve its usefulness.

There exists a relationship between conic sections and polarities that would be inter-

esting to explore in an animated environment such as this. This relationship relates a

pole and its polar through its interactions with a conic section in the projective plane.

Thus it would be required to defrne and display conic sections with the same ease that

we can currently work with fines and points. It would also require a Traclcing class to

ünk the pole and polar through a conic.

As well, all though it is beyond the scope of this work, the ability to work in projective

three-space would be most interesting. While this would require compietely redesigning

the user semantics of this implementation, it would be useful, since many of the appli-

cations of projective geometry reduce to the study of projectivities between projective

planes in projective three-space [g].

Another opportunity for interesting work lies with the operation of forcing incidences.

Speciflcally, the study of degenerate solutions. Our experience showed that minor changes

to the determining set used by the algorithm (appJied by fixing objects in the construction)
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could cause an operation that failed previously to succeed. Thus the study of how the

choice of the determining set can affect the performance of the algorithm could prove

fruitful.

When degenerate solutions do occur, the result, while different from the original, is a

valid construction in the projective plane. Thus a study of collapsed constructions, and

the different constructions that can be collapsed from a given construction, could aJso

prove interesting.
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